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The situation in the Middle East: reports of the
Secretary-General (continueti)

1. Mr. ABULHASSAN (Kuwait) (interpretation
from Arabic): It is known that international events
and developments are not confined to the region of
the Middle East, but the events and developments in
that area have a general feature that distinguishes
them from others-namely, the characteristic of
continuance, repetition and accumulation. It is im
possible not to note that those events and develop
ments are united by a common denominator. This is
that they all spring from one source, which is the
chain of continuous Israeli acts of aggression; from
one doctrine, which is the Zionist doctrine; and from
one policy, which is the policy of cutting off the meat
of the prey piece by piece, or what is known in
diplomatic tradition as the policy of imposing faits
accomplis one after another.
2. All these events and developments are aimed at
one ultimate goal, which is the realization of zion
ism's great dream: the establishment of Greater
Israel. It is the attempts to realize that dream that
have changed the region of the Middle East into a
bloody theatre in which Israel, with a military arsenal
out of all proportion to its size, plays a continuing
aggressive role that has occupied the attention of the
United Nations for more than 37 years, leaving it
confused and unable to decide what to do about this
Member State, the only one whose membership was
conditional on its permitting the return of the
Palestinian refugees to their homes, in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 194 (Ill), of 11
December 1948. In spite of that, by its refusal to
implement that resolution and by its persistence in
aggression, Israel has earned the title of the enemy of
peace in the Middle East. The General Assembly
confirmed this in paragraph 12 of resolution 37/123
A, in which it again determined that Israel is not a
peace-loving Member State.
3. Ever since 1948, when zionism appropriated by
force a large part of the Arab Palestinian lands for the
establishment of the Jewish State, that intruder has
committed aggression after aggression in order to
seize another slice of Palestinian or Arab land, after
strengthening its hold on the piece it had already
annexed. The effects of the series of Israeli acts of
aggression are clear and numerous. One such effect IS
the many international forces spread over the map of
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the Middle East, including UNTSO, UNDOF and
UNIFIL.
4. The presence of those forces, which are found
everywhere in the Middle East, is evidence of the
continuous aggressive activity of the Zionists in the
Arab region. It is that activity that has made the
history of the second half of this century a chain of
bloody military adventures through which Israel
strives to expand its territory under the pretext of
maintaining peace and security. Israel's arrogant talk
about peace and security seems contrary to reason
and logic in the light of what it represents-namely, a
militarily aggressive striking force with many times
the power of that of others many times its size.
5. If we take a quick glance at the map of the
Middle East we find the following incriminating
facts.
6. First, aggression still exists, as represented in the
continuing Israeli occupation, since 1967, of Pales
tinian and Arab territories and its flagrant violations
of the Charter and relevant resolutions of the United
Nations.
7. Secondly, the Israeli practices aimed at changing
the physical, demographic and legal character of the
various Arab and Palestinian territories occupied by
Israel since 1967 are still going on, despite the fact
that Israel is thereby flagrantly violating the rules of
international law, in particular the Geneva Conven
tion relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War, of 12 August 1949 1, and scoffing at the
annual condemnation by the United Nations in
resolutions demanding that Israel cease those illegal
practices.
8. Thirdly, Al-Quds al-Sharif, which is considered
the principal part of the occupied territories, has
been illegally annexed and declared by Israel to be its
capital, despite the adoption by the United Nations
each year of resolutions denouncing that act, declar
ing it null and void and demanding that Israel
rescind it.
9. Fourthly, the Arab Syrian Golan Heights are still
occupied and Israel still implements Israeli laws
there, in contravention of the provisions of the fourth
Geneva Convention and the relevant United Nations
resolutions.
10. Fifthly, the barbaric Israeli invasion of Lebanon
in 1982-the latest of the criminal, bloody Israeli
series-has further exacerbated the crisis by expand
ing the area of the territory subjected to illegal Israeli
practices in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and the
Arab Syrian Golan Heights to include southern
Lebanon, whose people have been made the latest
victims of that aggressive series.
11. Sixthly-and last but not least-the Palestinian
question, which derives from the creation by force of
the Jewish State on Arab Palestinian territories, is
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still unresolved despite the many United Nations the PLO, and other countries concerned would
resolutions emphasizing the central nature of this participate; (c) the use of the veto against any draft
question in the Middle East crisis and the impossibil- resolution in the Security Council aimed at denounc-
ity of achieving a just, comprehensive and lasting ing Israel and punishing it for its illegal policies; the
peace in that region without the exercise by the right of veto has been exercised this year even against
Palestinian people of its inalienable rights. draft resolutions which have not denounced Israel
12. We do not doubt for one minute that the but merely called upon it to stop some of its
United Nations has made continuous efforts to face practices: on 29 February 1984, the veto was used
what is happening in the Middle East. In fact, it has against a French draft resolution calling for the
confronted the accumulating record of aggressive acts creation of an international force to take the place of
by this curious State, with all it contains of abhorrent the multinational forces after their withdrawal; on 6
colonialist aggression, implanted in the heart of our September 1984, this right was used again against a
Arab region with a growing number of resolutions Lebanese draft resolution affirming the applicability
dealing with every form of that aggression. of the fourth Geneva Convention to the territories

occupied by Israel in southern Lebanon and demand-
13. If we try to discover the reasons for the failure ing that lsrael lift all restrictions and obstacles to the
so far to halt the continuing Israeli aggression or to restoration of normal conditions in the areas under
ensure implementation of United Nations resolu- its occupation in southern Lebanon; and (d) supply-
tions adopted for that purpose, we have to face three iog Israel, despite its shameful aggressive record, with
inexorable facts which have been repeatedly men- the latest means of destruction produced by the
tioned whenever the Middle East problem has been American military industry in such a way as to
debated. Those facts are the following. ensure its permanent quantitative and qualitative
14. First, the international community's inabi1ity- supremacy over the collective Arab forces. 1t is worth
as the Secretary-General has stated in his latest noting that the General Assembly, in its resolution
report on the work ofthe Organization [A!39!1]-to 38/180 A, called upon all Member States to put an
solve many of its problems has given rise to a process end to the flow of military, economic and financial
of side-stepping the United Nations and recourse to aid to Israel. Despite that, the United States has not
other measures, such as the use of force, unilateral been satisfied with increasing the volume of econom-
action and military alliances, which has weakened ic and military aid to lsrael this year, but has
reliance on the Organization. The Secretary-General confronted us with a unique situation in which the
goes on to say that the non-implementation of strategic alliance recently concluded between the
resolutions and their proliferation tends to lead United States and Israel has been strengthened.
Governments and peoples to look at the United 17. The third fact we must face is Israel's stubborn-
Nations with less seriousness. Those remarks relate ness and rejection of all international laws in order to
in a special way to the conflict in the Middle East, achieve its ultimate goals in the region. Its arrogant
because of the hostilities and feelings of frustration behaviour towards the international community is
involved. explained by the huge support provided to it by the
15. Kuwait, which supports those remarks by the United States in the political, military, financial and
Secretary-General, also supports the part of his economic fields.
report 011 the situation in the Middle East [A!39/600] 18. 1t is the opinion of my delegation that Israel
in which he states that the continuing failure to solve would be too cowardly to defy the international
the problem of the situation there reflects adversely community with such boldness and arrogance if it
on the authority and status of the United Nations. did not have United States support. The existence of
16. Secondly, some major Powers which are linked a special relationship between two States Members of
to lsrael by special relations-for example, the the United Nations is a private matter that concerns
United States-always seek to protect Israel regard- those two. Members alone. But when this special
less of its colonialist settlement and arbitrarily coer- relationship aggravates an already dangerous situa-
cive policies. That protection takes many forms, bur tion in an area as sensitive as the Middle East-the
we shall CIte only the following: (a) the imposition of latest example of which was the barbaric invasion of
unacceptable pre-conditions on participation by the Lebanon in 1982-the international community
Palestine Liberation Organization [PLO], which is should obviously step in and halt those Israeli
recognized internationally as the sole legitimate policies, on which dozens of resolutions have been
representative of the Palestinian people, in any adopted. And the United States, which played a
ne~otIatIons to resolve the Palestinian question, in major part in the creation oflsrae1 and has continued
spite of the fact that the General Assembly has to support it until it has become a beast of prey,
repeatedly emphasized in its relevant resolutions that should n~w assume responsibility not only for put-
it will not be possible to establish a just, comprehen- ting pressure on Israel until It bows to the interna-
sive and lasting peace in the region without the tional will but also for finding a solution to the main
participation on a basis of equality of all the parties problem which arose from the creation of Israel-
to the conflict, including the PLO; (b) the rejection of namely, the Palestinian question. Unless this pivotal
agreement on an international framework for negoti- problemis solved, a comprehensive, just and lasting
ations on peace in the Middle East owing to the fear peace WIll never be possible.
that such a conference might lead to the imposition 1,9. The situation cannot remain as it is indefinitely,
of a solution not acceptable to Israel; the United since, as the Secretary-General says in his report
States, as well as Israel, rejected the invitation of the [A!39/600], it has an adverse effect on the world
Secretary-General, in accordance with General As- Organization.
sembly resolution 38/58 C, of 13 December 1983, +0 20. But in the midst of the darkness a gleam of hope
participate in an international peace conference on see~s to appear. For the first.time in many years the
the Middle East, in which the United States, the United Nations IS facing the situation in the Middle
Soviet Union, the parties to the conflict, including East with a clearly outlined programme of action
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which calls for the holding of an international peace
conference on the Middle East attended by all the
parties to the conflict, including the PLO, the United
States, the Soviet Union, and other countries con
cerned.
21. The Geneva Declaration on Palestine, adopted
by the International Conference on the Question of
Palestine, held at Geneva in ] 983,2 also constitutes a
central element of the method adopted by the United
Nations for solving the Palestinian quesnon, which is
the core of the Middle East problem.
22. Kuwait believes that it is the duty of the States
Members of the United Nations, whether individual
ly or collectively, to promote the holding of this
conference. The first thing is to persuade the coun
tries which did not agree to the convening of such a
conference to change their opinion by pointing out
.hat to reject any framework for peace is to refuse to
discuss ways of restoring peace and security to a
region which has already suffered so much and whose
stability is a condition of world peace and security.
That is why Kuwait supported the Soviet call for the
holding of an international conference to resolve the
Middle East problem, with the participation of all the
parties concerned, including the PLO, on a footing of
equality.
23. The consolidation of the international will, on
the basis of this sound model for resolving the
world's problems, could lead to a just and honourable
end to this complicated problem. At this juncture, we
do not see any justification for the major Powers
directly involved evading this responsibility. The
time has come for a just, long-awaited solution so
that the Middle East may resume its traditional role
in the evolution of civilization.
24. I should like to comment on the statement
made by the representative of the Zionist entity this
morning [72nd meeting] in the discussion of this
important item by the General Assembly and to
review the developments which have occurred or
may occur.
25. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative
of Israel on a point of order.
26. Mr. BINAH (Israel): I just wish to draw the
attention of the representative of Kuwait to the fact
that the name of my country is Israel. It is a State
Member of the United Nations and should be
referred to by its correct name.
27. The PRESIDENT; I call upon the representa
tive of Kuwait to please continue bearing in mind
what has just been said.
28. Mr. ABULHASSAN (Kuwait) (interpretation
from Arabic): In discussing this important item in the
General Assembly and reviewing the events that have
occurred and that may occur in the course of making
tangible progress towards a just solution of the
Middle East problem, we find that the representative
of the Israeli entity has, according to his custom, in a
manner both boring and despicable and in order to
distract the attention of the international community
from the item under consideration, resorted to
dernagogery, the latest manifestation of which we
heard a few moments ago. He has strayed far from
the path of logic by attacking all the Arab countries,
from the Arab East, the Mashreg, to the Arab West,
the Maghreb, describing them in words that only
Israel can use.
29. Israel's aggressive policy in the Middle East is a
glaring example of an entity that has adopted terror-
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ism and subversion as a means of realizing its
schemes. Israel's numerous criminal acts in this
regard have been recorded in United Nations docu
ments in terms which do not call for further com
ment.

30. The core of all the problems of the Middle East
can be found in the implantation of this foreign body
of Israel in the Arab world body. The Arab world
rejects this alien entity. The international commu
nity, as represented by the General Assembly, is fully
aware of the background of that alien entity and its
aggressive policies.

3 I. The representatives of Israel have revealed
themselves by their inability, for years, to speak
about the substance of the problem, its causes and
consequences, and its victims, the Palestinian people.
32. Mr. GURINOVICH (Byelorussian Soviet So
cialist Republic) (interpretation from Russian): Back
in 1947, the United Nations, having decided to put
an end to the colonial domination of Great Britain in
Palestine, decided to establish upon its territory two
independent States, the Arab and the Jewish. But the
designs and the aggressive actions of the imperialists
and the Zionists converted the region of the Middle
East into a constantly smouldering hotbed of war and
conflict which, so far, has given no leeway for the
Arab people of Palestine to exercise their inalienable
right to statehood.
33. From the moment of its creation, Israel has
waged aggressive wars against all of its neighbouring
Arab countries and has conducted a policy of State
terrorism against the Arab people of Palestine. As
formerly, in America, there was mass expulsion and
annihilation of Indians, thus, now, Israel is carrying
out that same policy against the Arab population in
the occupied territories, against the Palestinians in
particular. Israeli military forces are annihilating
innocent children, women and the elderly; this is
taking place also in refugee camps. The Arabs are
being expelled from their houses and the land that
belongs to them, and in their place military garrisons
and Israeli militarized settlements are being estab
lished. This is happening on the Golan Heights, on
the West Bank of the Jordan, in the Gaza Strip and
on Lebanese soil. For instance, according to informa
tion in the report of the Secretary-General: "by now
almost all of the Jordan Valley's potentially cultiva
ble land has been expropriated for the Israeli settle
ments" [A/39/233, para. 8]. Israeli military authori
ties are carrying out collective punishment of Arabs.
Prisons and concentration camps are filled. Those
arrested and detained are tortured cruelly and Israel
is blatantly flouting the 1949 Geneva conventions on
the plight of war victims.
34. Those and other crimes of Israel against the
Arab peoples of the occupied territories have fre
quently been vigorously condemned in resolutions of
the United Nations and in other international fo
rums. Demands that such practices should cease are
ignored by the Israeli authorities.
35. The unsettled nature of the situation in the
Near East, the core problem of which is the question
of Palestine, can be laid at the door of American
imperialism, which is encouraging Israel to commit
its criminal acts against the Arab peoples.
36. The General Assembly, in paragraph 10 of
resolution 38/180 D, adopted on 19 December 1983,
justly emphasized that:
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"agreements on strategicco-operation between the Financial Times, of 17 January 1984, the levels of
United States of America and Israel signed on 30 Amencan unilateral payments on a per capita basis
November 1981, together with the recent accords !o Israelare higher than the whole of the per capita
concluded in this context, would en~ou;rage Israel Income In the majority of the developing countries,
to pursue its aggressive and expansiomst policies The rulers of Israel are e~rnmg these pieces of silver
and practices in the Palestinian.and other Arab with the blood and suffering of the Arab peoples anq
territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusa- also by reducing to nothing the secunty of the Israeli
lem would have adverse effects on efforts for the people Itself.
establishment of a comprehensive, just and lasting 40. But is the American-Israeli "strategic alliance"
peace in the Middle East and would threaten the so powerful that the people of the Middle East must
security of the region." yield to the aggressor? We are convinced that this is

And that is how things happened. not so. There are forces in the world which can and
37. Aggressive actions against. Lebanon and. the must stop the unbridled aggressor and Its protector.
Palestinians m Lebanon are contmumg. Repressions 41. Aswaspointed out recently by the Chairman of
in other Israeli-occupied Arab territories are In the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet and General
progress. New Israeli settlements are being created Secretary of the Central Committee of the Commu-
there. The United S.tates IS Itself firing .on and nist Party of the Soviet Union, Konstantin U.
bombing Lebanese soil. They are engaging ID back- Chernenko:
room intrigues, forcing Arabs to accept separate" ., . .
deals. They are undermining the unity of action of The tense comphcated s.ltuatlOn ID the Near
those who fight for a just and lasting settlement of the East, the .uneasy struggle.which the Arabs have to
Middle East situation. The United States has frus- wage against the aggr~sslve designs of Israel and
trated the possibility of implementing United Na- the actions of .th~ United States again and .agam
tions decisions concerning the convening of an underhne the significance ofclose .mut.ual,~ctlOn of
international world conference on the Middle East. the Arab countries and their sohdanty.
To quote their own words: "The United States does 42. The just cause of the Arab peoples has extensive
not intend to participate in a conference of that kind international support, which is apparent from the
or in any work connected with its preparation." activities of the United Nations, other international
Standing wit~ them, of .cou,rse, were Israel and organizations and the determined and constructive
certain of their closest alhes ID the North Atlantic imtiatives of both the Arab States and other States.
Treaty Organization. This cannot be overlooked by those who speak and
38. One can discern an overall policy to build up vote againstthe need for the speedy achievement of a
international tensions and intensifymilitary prepara- comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of the
tions. This is being done everywhere; thus, for Middle East conflict and the solution of the Palestin-
instance, in Western Europe it takes the form of ian question by means of the exercise in practice of
deployment of additional Americanfirst-strike nucle- the inalienable right of the Palestinian people, the
ar missile systems and the fomenting of militarism sole legitimate representative of which is the PLO, to
and revanchism. As a matter of fact, the Middle East self-determination and to establish its own indepen-
happens to be within range of those American dent State on Palestinian lands which would be freed
nuclear missiles. It is being done in the Mediterrane- on the West Bank of the Jordan, including East
an and in the Persian Gulf and in the other regions Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip.
adjacent to the Near East. Israel, for its part, is given 43. The United Nations has on many occasions
the. role of obedlen~, executor" of the e~pans~~~lst reaffirmed the principle of the inadmissibility of the
policy a~d. eve~ of protector of American Vital acquisition of foreign lands through aggression. Ac-
mterest~ In this regIOn.. . . cordingly, all Arab lands occupied by Israel since
39. It I~ clear that I~ra~l, With all of Its aggressive- 1967 must be returned to the Arabs and the Israeli
ness, deriving from Zionist concepts of exclusiveness settlements which have been set up there must be
and. grandiosity, could n?t commit I!S lawlessness dismantled. The borders between Israel and its Arab
against Arab peoples without American support. neighboursshould be declared inviolable and guaran-
After all, this IS a country With a stagnating economy teed
and galloping inflation, where prices are risingat the .
rate of 1,000 per cent per year; a country where the 44. I shall not dwel~ on all of the aspects of the
foreign debt exceeds the annual budget and is higher settlement of the Middle East. questl?n and the
than any if calculated on a per capita basis; a country solution of the Palestinian quest.lOn which are con-
with a constant multi-billion balance of payments tamed ID the proposalsof the Soviet Union of 29 July
deficit; a country where production is growing twice 198.4Jsee A/39/368]. Nor Will I speak at length on the
as slowly as consumption. And yet, Israel is expend- deCISIOns adopted 0!1 9 September 1982 by \he
ing approximately 30 per cent of its budget on Twelfth Arab Summit Conference, held at Fez. I
military purposes. Where do the funds come from? merely stress that in them ~e ~ee a like-mindedness
Consider the ejection platform of the Republican of approach betweenthe socI~hst and Arab cou;ntnes
Party of the United States. There you will read: "We to the s~ttlement of the Middle East question, I
promise.to help maintain the quality of the military should like to refer t~ certain additional aspects
supenority of Israel over its opponents." In this case, which relate. to the earhest possible attainment of a
the promises are kept. Approximately one third of all comprehensive, Just and lasting settlement of the
American "aid" to foreign States goes precisely in Middle East problem.
that direction, and most recently all of that aid has 45. Together with the cessation of the occupation
been granted to Israel ~n a non-refundable basis.The by Israel of all Arab territories held since 1967, there
American Administration really does not care what must be firm guarantees of the right of all States in
the American taxpayer will have ~~ pay for all of this, the region to secure and independent existence and
Yet, according to data ID the British newspaper, the development, with, of course, full reciprocity, as the
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ensured by relying on external support from certain well-known
sources, to create even more problems for the Arab
countries, especially for its neighbours. It ignited the
flames of strife and war until it managed to occupy
other Arab lands in 1967 and 1973, as it has in the
wake of its recent military intervention in Lebanon.
53. Israel's occupation of the territories of Pales
tine, as well as parts of the territories of Syria,
Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt, is a clear sign of the
dangers inherent in the current situation in the
Middle East and is definitely the cause of acute
tension and a threat to international peace and
security.
54. The indigenous populations of Palestine and
the occupied Arab territories are in fact innocent,
defenceless people whose fate is controlled and
dominated by Israel, driven as it is by expansionist
and aggressive designs. Israel is striving to break the
bonds tying those unarmed people to their land,
country, government, nation and creed. Israel does
not hesitate to use any method, tactic and ruse to
realize its schemes, however arbitrary and repressive
they may be. It turns a deaf ear to international
appeals and resolutions seeking to foster an atmo
sphere conducive to stability and security in this
critical part of the world instead of a climate of
conflict, war and destruction.
55. Israeli practices against the populations of the
occupied Arab territories have been condemned in
various reports and forums and are contrary to all
international laws and conventions. The reports of
the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices
Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the
Occupied Territories and the Committee on the
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian
People, as well as the decisions of the Commission on
Human Rights, the Security Council, the General
Assembly, UNRWA, UNESCO and other credible
international organizations and bodies, are clear
proof of what we maintain.
56. Based upon all the firm evidence before us, we
must all categorically reject the demolishing by force
of the homes of Arab citizens in the occupied Arab
territories perpetrated by the Israeli authorities. We
must call for the release of all Arab prisoners in
Israeli prisons. We must call for the application to all
those citizens of the provisions of the Geneva
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949.1 We call
on Israel to refrain from any activity or measure
which may alter the legal status, geographic nature or
demographic structure of the occupied Arab territo
ries, Including Jerusalem, the Golan Heights, the
West bank of the River Jordan, Taba, southern
Lebanon and the villages and cities of the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.
57. The international community must apply pres
sure on Israel to rescind its unlawful and arbitrary
measures against educational institutions in the
occupied Arab territories, to allow all those persons
from the occupied areas who have been deported and
banished to return to their homes and families
without discrimination and, in accordance with the
relevant United Nations resolutions, to pay repara
tions for the expropriated property of those who
choose not to be repatriated.
58. The protracted conflict afflicting the Middle
East has caused innumerable political, social and
economic problems for the countries of the region.

genuine security of some cannot be
violating the security of others.
46. There must be an end to the state of war, and
peace should be established between the Arab States
and Israel. This means that all parties to the conflict,
including Israel and the Palestinian State, should
commit themselves to honour each other's sovereign
ty, independence and territorial integrity and to
resolve by peaceful means, through talks, the disputes
that have arisen.
47. International guarantees of the settlement
should be drawn up and adopted. The role of
guarantor could be assumed, for example, by the
permanent members of the Security Council or by
the Security Council as a whole.
48. All these and other questions pertaining to a
settlement in the Middle East could be resolved by a
set of collective efforts, but not by imposing upon the
Arabs various kinds of separate deals with Israel. In
other words, it is necessary to convene an interna
tional conference with the participation of all the
parties concerned on an equal footing.

Mr. Al-Sabbagh (Bahrain), Vice-President, took the
Chair.
49. The current session of the General Assembly, as
we see it, must again reaffirm its attitude of principle
concerning the solution of the Middle East question.
It must condemn firmly and in specific terms those
who prevent its settlement, and it must outline
additional measures for the convening of an interna
tional conference on the Middle East for the purpose
of preparing and signing a treaty or treaties encom
passing the following components for settlement
which are an integral part of it: the withdrawal of
Israeli troops from all Arab territories occupied since
1967; the exercise of the lawful national rights of the
Arab people of Palestine, including its right to the
creation of its own State; the restoration ora state of
peace, and the guaranteeing of the security and the
Independent development of all States parties to the
conflict. At the same time, it is necessary to elaborate
and adopt international guarantees of compliance
with such a settlement. All agreements reached at the
conference must represent an indivisible whole ap
proved by all the parties-in other words, Syria,
Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon, Israel, the PLO, the Soviet
Union, the United States and other possible partici
pants at the conference.
50. Such a conference on the Middle East should be
conducted under the auspices of the United Nations.
We call upon all parties to the conflict to act on the
basis of a sober-minded understanding of each
other's lawful rights and interests and on all other
States not to hinder but to promote the establishment
of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.
51. Mr. AL-ANSI (Oman) (interpretation from Ara
bic): It is indeed difficult to discuss the current
situation in the Middle East without mentioning
what is the core of the problem and of the conflict in
the region: the Palestinian cause. The contemporary
Arab-Israeli conflict derives basically from this major
humanitarian issue, which was brought about by
concerted efforts and which resulted in the loss of an
entire homeland, the deportation of its people and
their dispersal from their homes without the slightest
qualm or logic.
52. In spite of the complications of this great
tragedy, Israel was not content with occupying the
Palestinian territories in 1948 but has endeavoured,
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seeks a peace based on an.opj)O'Sile preml>e. thal of t,llllCtl Nallon?l~ the interests of,justice and peace
power and supremacy. ThIS IS undoubledl} llll unil;· In l!l( r~lOn, Such,posltlve efforts as are menuoned
ceptable proposition because it widens the distance b} lilt' S<:-aell1f}'(leneral In hIS report [.4 IJ916q<J]
between the ideas that could be brought l€l bear b)' \In,~rl~ne Ihe need to pursue endeavou rs loestabl.lsh
the parties directly concerned, andther dirt:ct parttc. pcl(e llnd S,I~bll't? and 10 quell hotbeds of tension
ipation in an international peace wllfe.fC'llctlllended a~d. . \oIi11!~ \\ 1:. acdillm. In pill1lcular the ~Ic of
by other influential international parties is indlspcn· tNOOF lllld I,)f the Internallonal force tWOr}ong for
sable for the realization or a truly CQm5H't ht lLStve the muniensnce of peace. We hope that the current
peace. 1~lk~lll,k!n. place to NaQoura, L~ba~on, under

, lImted NatIOns llUSPICC'S will succeed In bnngln&
60.. The SUlla~at.eof9m~n has a.l\\'II)'SaoIOOO b)' It$, about il complete and speed), Imu:ti withdrawal from
position of prJncl~le, 111 support of the .ll'I!lllt.'l'ulblt ll(Mhcm 1.ebanon.We are srnleful for the activities
fights of the,Palestinian people andthe niJlIst,'If thcoHJNRWA and WIsh il all SUl'CCSS in the realization
Arab countries, Important P3~S ofwhOiS<e temtones or us ooblc humanilui:m endeavours. Wc support
are occupied by Israe,t. We believe In Ihe nth! of all Ihe uncere efforts of comrnntees or the United
peoplesto choose theirO\\'B future freel)' amlwllbtlut NilIlIon~ to momtor and follow.up Ihe question of
coercion. We welcome all steps fur dlalqs.~ and P<lk$line and the oecupied "''''''db territories and the
peace. and hence we support lh~ E,gyptliill Intllllll\C 1\llu:.HlUn in the Middle!Ell!>1 in general. Here I refer
for peace. We wo~ld, have wlsh~ Israel Ilot 10 pll.flkullirt~ 10 the Speclill Committee to Investigate
hamper t.he lofty obiectives ofthatlmportlnt5.lep. as bnteli PrnCIIet) Afretting the Human Rights of the
It IS continuing tod9· We have supported the cml [(If PC",UllllIOIl cf the Occupied Tcrritones, Ihe Commit-
the convenmg ofanI~tematl~na! peace confer<ncc III lee on the E~clt'i'SC of the Inalienable Rig,hts of the
Gen~Ya) so long as, thIs meeting IS atlcnded bl.i'lII lbe Pa~iUll)n PCtlplc and other relevant bodies.
parties 10theconflict. We have soug,hllhe reahullon. "1 . .
of the Arab peace plan which IlI'QS un1l1jm~ush: 6( Thu fIltlmmg [( ..lIdml!rtl1l~] Ibe representauve
adopte~ on 9 September 1982 by tbe rwdf1.b Arob of bnel referred mft" aha. to mallcr:s lotally uncon-
Summit Conference, held III Fez'! Wt have al$O flcc.(cd \IIollh the re,ahllcs 10 the Maddle East. !he
accepted other positive peaceful initiali\'e:5 1li'hkh ilWl::t,\lon carried Quib)' hili country was manifest
could be accepted b~' Ill! of the concerned P/lnJes. wben be :spoke 100uI dISC(Hd. betweencertain Arab
especially the initiative of President Rea,pll, of 1 C(lUnHlC$lInd between Iraq ~and Iran. as f~atem~l
September 1982,4 as well as lhose of some of I~ hJllmlc(',Qunmcs. Ht mentIoned lh~ relahonsh~p
permanent members of Ihe S«uritv CounCil, il'hcn- between m)' sountry and tne People s Democratic
ever they ha~e l~kel1 int~ aCCOUnl, in a tanlfbk: Repllbllc of \~mC'n.
manner, the mallenable nghts of the ?alestmlll..n 65, In Ihl!4 regard. I mU~1 fe-affirm that such Slate·
~ple and the peo~les of the Arab lerritories ~"tU, mentfl lire only 4.T1 attempt to CSCJlpe re.alil)'. 1 must
pled by I~rne!, the tlgbt of Ihe peoples of the Middle rc41mrm eXl the represenlali\:e of ISOlel and olhers
Easl ~o hve m ~a~1 hlltm~n~' and jU$(~Ct without Ihal the unfortunilte events Ihat may occur between
any kmd ofoutslde Intervention or prtSSl1re fmm Il.n~ 1v.'O fnilemill Arab \."Ountries are ntJT11lal e\'enlS Ihat
source. tllke plac:~ wilhm the framework of one Arab family,
61. ~s.we are d[~cussing Ihe question or the MIddle The represcntat,ivcpf hrael hllS n~ CIUJ$C ~o inter",ene
East, It ISapproprlale for me to refer 10 lhe flit! Ihat. I," such .ammli. Frater~al .relnHons, ex.SI be1~een
arte: certam unfortunate difficullies. the IJ.tI~ine Oman im~ the People 5 [)cmt;craIH: Repubhcof
Nallonal. Council is m~ling,in Ihe Jordanian ct.p,. Yemen. We tUI'.C iH:OmmOn deslm}' and a cO,mmon
tal, to dISCUSS the achlc\'cmcnls IInd experi~na: of tymUlon.liilflcc wc sIgned an 3g,rt,-emcrH althe F~relgn
recent. >:ears along the path of the <kfentt of tn,c ~lm~ICl1le'c1 on 27 October ~ 982 In lhe caPltl1;1 of
Palesllmar. cause: We ....'lSh all SU~'tt5.S III t.hi~ lmpo'l'- KUWlIlt. That nsrecment consol"ldiliIC.s stable rdlllion·
tanl confe:~nce In ord~r .10 $llfeguard lhe inteTC$U s.ll1ps between our two ct1untnc'S.
8hd future o(the Palestinian people. Ihe inl(t~t~ of 66. We:l<.in.ccl'tl.1\, hO~.' that all the causes th.al led to
t e ArablBtlon and world peace, the Middlt' Eau ronOict will be eliminaled and also
62. The ~nh session ofthe Supreme CO'lIncilaf loo lIl1ll certain unfortunate problem!! thai, may. ha"'e
C9'"OperatlOn C;ouncil f/?r the Arab Slate! orltleGulf anst'n bc:tw~n brolherly Arab countries Will be
WI,u take place m ~UWalt from 27 to 29 No,,'em\)c:r of ~tlled.
thIS year, The; Sl~ths.ession will !ike plit(t in 6l Mr. suort (PakisIanl;- The Middle East ques·
!ihvem~et 1985 at Muscat, th~ capital .of Oman. tion 111 undoubtedl)' onc t1f the ~rave:st a~d most
C ere 'l~~O g~ubt I~ae the SIX ~oun\nes of Ibe IDtrlliclable prohlems Ihat t,he Unlled Nations has

ouncl au I ~rabla, Oman, Kuwait, B,llhnun. e~er had w fllce and deal wHh. The General As.sem~
Qatar and t~~ ~llIled Arab E'!1irales-wiU conl.tnue hJ~' hitS probabl)' spenl more time, ~nd a,i."en more
I~ i~~kthta~~2clln ~~: qUlf regIon, !he ArAb pe,num..- llHenhon to It than to anY' other. 1 huty-seven ye.ars

e ,I •e~I In general. :Since we bdlcl<c In hil\C elapsed Since the UntIed Natlons was first
~~d role't~~I~h 1S tohserve ,Arab and Islllmi,c ml~~1S called upon 10 deal with It. During thi'!) penc.)(l. five

con n u e to t. e mamtenance of \l,;ortd peace. wars have been foughl in the region and )'et. due to
63. In conclusion 1 would like to comm~· d I"· '..'".-,_.,--,-.efforts of the Arab' c t' r h u' . '\.11. ne ·~,h llUili ~k( In tJ,du,ThcEna:h!lh VC;l'))OtI of Ius $tlllc:m~,nl

oun TIes 0 t e :Yllddle Ea.SI Ii') "'ll~ MII;pll(\~ I'!llfl,c d1:kpllon
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the intransigence of one of the parties, a settlement is proposals made by the Soviet Union on 29 July of
nowhere in sight. this year [see A/39/368].

68. Because of its location and its natural resources, 73. The essential elements on which a Middle East
the Middle East today is an area of great strategic peace could be based have been affirmed repeatedly
value. Any fresh Outbreak of hostilities, which would by the General Assembly, by the Organization of the
be more destructive than the previous conflicts, Islamic Conference and by the Movement of Non-
could even lead to a confrontation between the two Aligned Countries. These elements include the fol-
super-Powers and have the most serious conse- lowing: the complete attainment by the Palestinian
quences for the whole world. The present no-peace, people of their inalienable national rights, including
no-war situation in the region therefore poses a threat the right to return to their homeland, the right to self-
not only to the region but also to the peace and determination and the right to establish their own
security of the whole world. State in Palestine; the right of the PLO, the represen-

ibilitv for thi f ffai tative of the Palestinian people, to participate on an
69. The responsi ility ror th~syate 0 a alfS.ml!st equal footing with the other parties in all efforts and
be borne by Israel, whose aggressive and expansionist negotiations on the Middle East; and Israel's with-
policies and r~pr~sslon of the Arab population III the drawal from all occupied territories including Jeru-
occupied terntones have kept the whole region on salem '
the brink of a catastrophic conflict. Israel has dis- .
missed with contempt the resolutions adopted by the 74. Pakistan has consistently advocated these prin-
United Nations year after year, which have outlined ciples. Last year we supported General Assembly
the principles of a just and lasting settlement in the resolution 38/58 C on the proposed international
Middle East and have set out the guidelines for their peace conference on the Middle East in conformity
implementation. In complete defiance of the will of with these principles and with the participation of all
the international community, it has refused to with- parties to the Arab-Israeli dispute, including the
draw from the occupied territories and has annexed PLO. We therefore deeply regret that despite the
Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan Heights. Its plans to highly commendable efforts made by the Secretary-
set up settlements in the West Bank make it clear that General in connection with the holding of the
its ultimate objective is no less than the Judaization conference, he has come to the conclusion that "the
of all the Palestinian territories seized by it in an conditions required for convening the proposed
insatiable drive for more and more land. conference with any chance of success are not met at

. ... the present time" [A/39/600 para. 40].
70. Israel's aggressive and expansionist designs '
were demonstrated beyond a shadow of a doubt by 75. We agree with the Secretary-General that the
its invasion of Lebanon two years ago. Despite the United Nations has a special obligation to make
repeated calls by the Security Council and the another determined effort to find the means by which
General Assembly, it has persistently refused to we can move forward to a negotiated peace in the
withdraw from Lebanon and arrogantly remains in Middle East. My delegation also supports the Secre-
illegal occupation of the southern part of the country. tary-General's intention to remain in close consulta-

. . . . ... tion with all the parties to the Middle East conflict in
71: Having driven millions of Palestinians into case he can play a useful role in the negotiating
exile from .the land In which they a!ld then fore fa- process. Equally, it is the responsibility of those
thers had hved for countless generatlOp.s, Israel now countries which maintain close ties with Israel and
denies the .mo~t. elementary human rights t~ those extend military and economic assistance to it to use
who are still living In the occupied terntones and their influence to the full in order to persuade its
refuses to accord them the protection guaranteed Government to respond positively to the internation-
under international law, These people are the. victims al call for a just, negotiated settlement in the Middle
of a ruthless policy of oppression and rC?presslOn. In a East. Failure to do so could drive the region into
systematic plan t9 alter the demographic character of another tragic conflict.
the occupied territortes and present the world WIth a
fait accompli, the inhabitants of the occupied territo- 76. Mr. KORHONEN (Finland): The complex of
ries are arbitrarily being expelled from their lands in Middle East problems persistently eludes settlement.
order to make way for Jewish settlements. As the Although the Middle East has been the foremost
events in Lebanon have shown, even Palestinians concern of the United Nations for the past 37 years,
who live as refugees in other Arab countries are not all the basic problems still remain unsolved. The five
spared. Israel's goal is no less than to destroy the wars that have been fought between Israel and the
national character of the Palestinian people and to Arabs have not solved anything. On the contrary,
erode their identification with their homeland. they have created new problems and added new

. . . layers of complexity to the old ones. Furthermore,
72. The valiant struggle launched by the ~alest!n~an every war carries the seeds of the next one. The
people demonstrates, however, that Israel s policies, parable of this calamitous process should be clear
which have already produced so much bloodshed and both to the parties concerned and to the international
bitterness, are bound to fall III thel~ objective, Peace community as a whole.
can return to the MIddle East only If Israel abandons
its expansionist designs and co-operates sincerely in 77. The key to the situation is and continues to be
the search of the international community for a just the Arab-Israeli conflict. We remain convinced that a
and lasting settlement. The Arab peace plan, adopted comprehensive settlement of it must be based on
on 9 September 1982 by the Twelfth Arab Summit Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338
Conference, held at Fez.? represented a constructive (1973). The content of those resolutions is well
new initiative towards peace in the Middle East. known but still often forgotten: namely that Israel
Among the various other noteworthy initiatives must withdraw from Arab territories occupied since
towards a settlement of the Middle East problem are 1967; the acquisition of territories by force is inad-
the Reagan plan of I September 19824 and the missible; and the right of Israel and all other States of
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the area to exist within secure and recognized
boundaries must be guaranteed.
78. In addition to this, a provision must be. made
on behalf of the legitimate rights of the Palestinians,
including their right to national self-determination.
This presupposes the right of the Palest1ma~s !o
participate m negotiations on their own f~ture within
a comprehensive solution of the conflict, So far,
attempts towards a comprehensive solution of the
Arab-Israeli conflict have fallen before insurmount
able obstacles. A major obstacle has been and
remains the settlement policy of the Government of
Israel in the territories occupied by it and Its
unilateral action to change the status of Jerusalem, a
city of three great faiths. As the proposals and
initiatives aimed at a comprehensive solution of the
conflict have failed, frustration and despair in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza have grown. Acts of
violence, repeatedly occurring, have further aggravat
ed the situation. This vicious cycle must be brought
to a halt.
79. As we well know, violence in the Middle East
has proved extremely prone to spread. Over the last
years, the Government of Finland has followed the
tragic events in Lebanon with growing concern.
Lebanon became the victim of almost all the disputes
and conflicts that have resulted from unresolved
basic problems in the Middle East. We welcome the
formation of the Government of National Unity. The
national reconciliation, painfully achieved, must not
fail. Tragic events have proved that a comprehensive
and lasting solution of the problems in Lebanon
requires the withdrawal of foreign forces and the
restoration of Lebanese authority over the totality of
its own territory inside internationally recognized
borders.
80. My Government has noted with great satisfac
tion the beginning of the talks in Naqoura which will
include a United Nations presence. We appeal to the
parties not to let this chance for a negotiated solution
go astray. We hope that the talks will lead to the
withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanese territory,
as well as to assured peace and security for all parties
to the conflict, and that they will help to restore the
effective authority of the Government of Lebanon in
the area concerned.
8I. The United Nations has an obligation to offer
its services to the parties to the Middle East conflict
and to support their efforts aimed at a comprehen
sive, just and lasting solution. We are still convinced
that the United Nations and its peace-keeping opera
tions will play a vital role in the search for a peaceful
political solution of the problems.
82. In accordance with its policy of neutrality,
Finland has taken a balanced and conciliatory posi
tion on the various controversial issues in the Middle
East. We have maintained good relations with all the
nations concerned, including the most immediate
parties to the conflict. It is our firm intention to
continue this policy, to preserve the confidence of all
parties and thereby to be able to render appropriate
peaceful services to the parties concerned. A tangible
expression of our policy towards the Middle East is
the sizeable contribution which Finland has made
and continues to make to United Nations peace
keeping activities in the area.
83. Mr. AL-ASHTAL (Democratic Yemen) (inter
pretation/ram Arabic): This morning we listened to a
statement by the Israeli representative [72nd meet-

ing]. He talked about all aspects of the Middle East
question except the Palestinian and Arab-Israeli
conflict as such.
84. That is nothing new to the General Assembly.
We have listened many times to such statements by
Israeli representatives in the General Assembly.
What was new this time was the fact that the newly
appointed Israeli representative tried to portray the
Arab-Israeli conflict in terms of the Arab tradition of
violence.
85. The implications of that theory for the analysis
of the situation in the Middle East, with all its
dangerous consequences with regard to the way of
looking at the Arab-Israeli conflict, should be discuss
ed in the General Assembly in a broader perspective.
In the first place, talk about the Arab tradition of
violence is racist talk. It is no wonder the Israeli
representative talks in racist terms in analysing the
situation in the Middle East. He intended to reach a
certain conclusion, namely, that the Palestinian
question is not the core of the conflict in the Middle
East and that the problem is simply one of the Arab
propensity to violence. This is a distortion of histori
cal truth. Moreover, it is a distortion of the facts
which reveals the racist spirit of the Israeli represen
tative and provides the only prism through which to
look at Israeli positions.
86. The Arab-Israeli conflict, which the General
Assembly discusses at each session under the agenda
item entitled "The situation in the Middle East", is
one of the main causes of tension and war in the
region and beyond. It is not surprising that the
Middle East region has been a theatre of many wars
and has not known the true meaning of peace since
the establishment of the Zionist State on the land of
Palestine. As in previous years, we are once again
discussing this subject in the light of the following
constant factors.
87. First, the international community represented
by the General Assembly recognizes that the Palestin
ian problem is the core of the conflict in the Middle
East and that without full recognition of the inalien
able national rights of the Palestinian people, includ
ing the right of return to their homeland and the right
to self-determination, the explosive situation will
remain a threat to peace and security.
88. Secondly, the international community recog
nizes that there can be no comprehensi ve and lasting
solution in the Middle East without complete Israeli
withdrawal from the occupied Arab territories and
the establishment by the Palestinian people of its
own independent State in its national homeland,
pursuant to General Assembly resolutions.
89. Thirdly, the General Assembly has welcomed
and adopted the proposal to COnvene an international
conference on the Middle East under the auspices of
the United Nations with the participation of all the
parties concerned, including the PLO, the sole legiti
mate representative of the Palestinian people, on a
footing of equality, since such a conference offers the
best chance of settling the Arab-Israeli conflict as a
whole and attaining a comprehensive and lasting
peace.
90. This international consensus on the basis and
best method for resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict
within the framework of the United Nations con
tinues to meet with opposition from Israel and the
United States, whose negative positions can be
summed up as follows.
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91. In the first place, they refuse to recognize the the heavy blows struck by the national resistance
existence of the Palestinian nation, instead consider- movement against the Israeli invasion forces and
ing the question of Palestine to be a problem of against those who came from across the ocean to
individuals or at best of refugees, not that of a people protect the Israeli invasion.
suffering from the scourges of imperialism, colonial- 97. After this bitter experience, American forces
ism and repression, a people strugglingfor its right to would hesitate before again getting involved in Israeli
self-determination, which is the right of all peoples in wars of expansion and aggression, although the
the world, and for its right to establish a State in United States continues to provide Israel WIth the
Palestine, latest weapons and ammunition.
92. Secondly, Israel refuses to withdraw from the 98. Secondly, when the General Assembly was
Arab territories which it has been occupying by force discussing the situation in the Middle East last year,
and tries to achieve its aims by faits accomplis: I I b d hat i . d i ..
Jewish colonization, the establishment of settle- srae oaste t at It had achieve Its expansionist

objectives in Lebanon, citing its agreement of 17
ments, the deportation of Palestinians and the plun- May-which followed the pattern of the Camp
dering of land and water resources. This negative David agreements, in the sense that it was based on
attitude makes withdrawal difficult and complicated, the same philosophy, that is, invasion first, negotia-
ifnot impossible. In addition, that policy is accornpa- tion afterwards under the aegis of the United States,
nied by annexation, as in the case of the Golan so that the interests of both Israel and the United
Heights and the Holy City of Jerusalem. States might be served. But before the ink had dried
93. Thirdly, the Israelis reject the idea of an on this agreement, which infringed upon Lebanese
international conference on peace in the Middle East sovereignty and independence, it was abrogated
as part of a consistent policy of excluding any active under the heavy blows of the glorious Lebanese
role by the United Nations, including the Security forces of resistance, to the extent that the Marines
Council, in the peace process, They believe that the were withdrawn, and for the first time the Israeli
United States should be the sole intermediary in forces swallowed their pride and had to yield to the
attempts to reach a peaceful solution to the problems counter forces, that being the only logic that Israel
of the region, as was the case at Camp David and understands.
with the unilateral solution resulting from that 99. Thirdly, the abrogation of the 17 May agree-
process, which paralysed Egypt's national will, froze ment was not the last lesson Israel learned in
Egypt's leading role and led Egypt into the sphere of Lebanon. It has learned that its wars with the Arabs
influence of the United States. cannot end by a cease-fire and negotiation from a
94. It is against that background and those con- position of force. Israel now realizes that the price of
stants of the Israeli-American policy, which runs occupation in Lebanon is exorbitant. The presence of
counter to the international consensus, that the Israeli forces in southern Lebanon was the direct
General Assembly is once again discussing the Arab- cause of a psychological and political crisis in Israeli
Israeli conflict. The Assembly, as usual, will adopt society. It was also the reason for a serious economic
resolutions and, as usual, Israel and the United States crisis in Israel, in spite of American assistance, about
will oppose them, but this will not be the end of the which American citizens are beginning to complain.
story, for the policy of force, whatever may be its Thus, Israel, because of its occupation of southern
manifestations, cannot bestow upon Israel the right Lebanon, faces three difficult choices, the worst one
to colonize and to expand. Force breeds resistance, being the continuation of the occupation of southern
which becomes the only alternative to bowing to Lebanon, which has become a graveyard of the Israeli
repression and fait accompli. invaders. As for the other two choices, both of them
95, Although the outcome of our discussion at this less disagreeable, one would be organized retreat and
session of the General Assembly will bring nothing the other, retreat resembling flight, for the myth of
new, yet the developments in the Middle East since the invincibility of the Israeli army and the superiori-
the beginning of this year show unequivocally that ty of the Israeli soldier was dissipated in southern
the policy of force has reached its peak and that a Lebanon. The Israeli forces are now facing very
new form of glorious popular resistance has emerged, strong resistance and are paying the price of aggres-
dealing heavy blows to Israeli arrogance and, in turn, sion in spite of the sophisticated military technology
creating a counter fait accompli. What are these available to it. Moreover, Israeli society has become
developments and what are the lessons that can be divided because of the situation in southern Leba-
learned from them? non. As for the resistance, it continues to gain

ground.
96. First, while the General Assembly was consider- 100. Fourthly, the chaos sown by Israel in southern
ing the situation in the Middle East last year, United Lebanon has also destroyed the myth of the superior-
States Marines were concentrated in the outskirts of

. d b he Ameri fl . d . ity of the Israeli economic model. Because of the
Beirut, supporte y t e mencan eet statione In economic crisis in Israel, the representative of Israel
Lebanese territorial waters, American cannon and
f h ki h L b bi had to go to Washington to ask for emergency
ig ters were attac mg t e same e anese 0 jectives assistance, and this happened because of the events

that were being bombarded by Israel. It was obvious in southern Lebanon. Thus, what will be the fate of
that the political co-ordination between the United this entity if Arab resistance is expanded? The
States and Israel had developed into a type of

'I' ., hi h f k f h resistance has opened new pages in the history of the
nu itary co-operation WIt In t e ramewor 0 t e Arab-Israeli conflict. American assistance to Israel
strategic agreement between them. But very soon the
United States Administration realized that it had will change nothing. Israel will remain an alien entity
become involved in a battle in which it had no clear in the region, an entity that cannot resist the fighting
objective, except to follow the reckless Israeli policy Arab people.
in Lebanon. That Administration would not have 101. The lessons to be drawn from this epic which
withdrawn in such a disorganized state were it not for is now unfolding in southern Lebanon will undoubt,
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edly loom over our discussion of this item in the It is continuing its intensive illegal measures of
General Assembly. History is not static. If Israel and annexation m defiance of international law, the
the United States continue to ignore these new principles of the Charter ,of the United Nations and
developments and their profound significance and the resolutions and decisions of the General Assem-
continue to defy the international community, no bly and the Secunty Council, ,OppressIOn and viola-
doubt the coming years will show them that the rules ~lOn of fundamental human nghts of the population
of the game have changed in the Middle East and l~ the occupied Palestinian and other Arab .ternto-
that Israel has exhausted all its potentialities and nes, the policy of resettlement of the Palestinian and
sooner or later will have to give in to the new fait other Arab populations, and the constant expansl~n
accompli. of illegal Israeli settlements have become dally
102, Mr. GOLOB (Yugoslavia): Regrettably, this practices of the occupym~ forces.
year again as for so many years-too many years- 110. '"ferror and repression are the methods of
10 a row the situation in the Middle East continues occupying forces, Agam, m the past few days, the
to be on~ of the most acute crises in the world. In the Israeli armed forces have been sowing destruction
Middle East the most important principles of inter- and death among Palestinian youth in the occupied
national relations are persistently and flagrantly West Bank.
violated. This is having negative and grave effects on 111. For more than three years, part of Lebanon-a
the region and the world at large. sovereign, independent and non-aligned State-has
103, The denial of the inalienable rights of the been under Israeli occupation, and the Palestinian
Palestinian people to self-determination, freedom and Lebanese populations are still suffermg.
and independence, and the policy of expansionism 112. Lebanon has found the strength to embark
and aggression of Israel, are the root causes of this upon the road of national unity. The Government
crisis. headed by Prime Minister Rachid Karame should
104. Tensions have been increasing due to growing gain the support of the entire international commu-
interference military involvement and the presence nity in its efforts to get Israel out of its national
and inf1uen~e of non-regional interests and Powers. territory and to restore the full territorial integrity,
They do not care for the interests of the people living sovereignty, independence and non-aligned status of
in the region but, rather, they are interested in Lebanon.
strengthening their own positions in the global bal- 113, Withdrawal by Israel should be immediate and
ance ,of power, thus making the crisis worse and its unconditional. In the Middle East, as anywhere else,
solution more remote, so-called security interests and preventive strikes are
105. The crisis in the Middle East is reaching not justified, Peace in any area cannot be built on the
beyond regional boundaries; it has become an inte- basis of occupation, annexation and the use of force.
gral pa~ of developments from the Mediterranean to 114. The exercise of the sovereign will of the
the Indian Ocean, an~ thus part and parcel of the Palestinian people cannot be prevented. Neither
overall international situation. should the demands of the United Nations for the
106. The non-aligned countries have been consis- urgent and unconditional withdrawal from the occu-
tent in pointing to the urgency and importance of pied territories be ignored. Dialogue on an equal
settling the Middle East crisis on the basis of the footing between all parties directly involved, includ-
relevant United Nations resolutions and decisions. ing the PLO, aimed at finding a just, comprehensive
Since their first summit in Belgrade 23 years ago, and lasting solution is indispensable. Developments,
they have considered that self-determination for the particularly the meeting of the Palestine National
Palestinian people is at the core of the crisis and that Council, have shown that attempts to eliminate the
any solution which does not respect the rights, PLO as an independent and inevitable factor in the
dignity and the will of the Palestinian people will not solution of the crisis are bound to fail.
brmg about a Just and lasting peace. lIS, However, the policy of force and imposition of
107, The Seventh Conference of Heads of State or foreign will continues. This is not and cannot be
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New accepted either in the Middle East or anywhere else
Delhi from 7 to 12 March 1983, as well as the in the world.
Meetin~ of Ministers, and Heads of Delegation of the 116. Self-determination of all peoples is the para-
Non-Ahgned Countnes to the thirty-ninth session of mount rule; hence, so is the self-determination of the
the General Assembly, held m New York from 1 to 5 Palestinian people, Hopes for justice and peace
October of this year, reconfirmed this y~e,!" and should not go unfulfilled and the policy of fait
emphasized the inadmissibility of acquisition of accompli should not be allowed to prevail New
terntory by force, as well as the inalienable .right of efforts should be undertaken to counter any such
the ,Palestinian people freely to decide 1tS own policy and to achieve a solution on a comprehensive
destiny. basis,
1O~. The developments, in the Middle East are a 117. We feel it is the duty of the United Nations
telling example that one s 0:vn nght~, freedom and and of all States Members, particularly the members
independence c~nnot be realized, achieved or imple- of the Security Council, to make renewed efforts in
mented by denial of and encroachment upon the order to resolve the crisis.
same rights, the same freedom and the same indepen- 118 L "
dence of others, There are even attempts to ortra . et ~e recall that at ItSlast session the General
the legitimate struggle of the Palestinian p eo l~ Assembly, m resolution 38/58 C, endorsed the deci-
within the context of bloc rivalry. These attemgts ~re sion of the International Conference on the Question
mtended only to conceal the essence of the Middl of Palestine, held at Geneva from 29 August ,to 7
East crisis, 1 e September 1983, propoS1O~ that an international
9' peace conference on the Middle East be convened.

10. The Gaza Strip, the West,Bank, Jerusalem and An overwhelming majority of Member States have
the Synan Golan Heights remain occupied by Israel. pronounced themselves in favour of such a confer-
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ensure the implementation of all decisions in this
regard.

125. Mr. FISCHER (Austria): For the Middle East,
1984 has been so far a year of stalemate. Tensions
have remained high, violence and suffering have
continued, while peace efforts have not significantly
advanced. The reason for this lies partly in the
overall crisis of international relations and partly in
developments within the region. Both sides some
times appear to believe that tune is their ally. Austria
is convinced that this policy of "wait and see" rests
on a dangerous illusion. Time does not work for
anybody. On the contrary, with every additional day
of confrontation the obstacles to peace tend to
become greater and the prospects of negotiated
settlements to diminish.
126. The initiation of a new vigorous peace process
cannot wait any longer. Both sides are called upon to
take steps to narrow the gap between their positions
and to enter into a serious dialogue. Many ideas have
been proposed for the substantive content of such a
peace process. In spite of some differences, all these
plans have a common core: the return of part of the
former mandated territory of Palestine to the Pales
tinians in exchange for peace and security for all
States of the region. This formula is as convincing as
it is simple. But attempts to translate it into concrete
policy have so far met with enormous political and
psychological difficulties. To remove these obstacles
created by decades of hate and fear is the greatest
challenge to the present leadership of the countries of
the Middle East.
127. Israel can choose to continue its policy of
strength, military superiority and expansion and to
persist in the occupation of foreign territories. Then
it will have to continue to hve In a state of war WIth
its neighbours. Or, if Israel realizes that peace and the
occupation of foreign territory cannot be reconciled,
then peace will become possible, Certainly, reaching
this goal will demand sacrifices, but what today
might appear to Israel to be a sacrifice-e-such as
recognition of the national rights of the Palestinian
people, including the right to. its own St~te~could
ultimately turn out to be an investment m Its own
security and future.
128. It is, therefore, imperative that Israel withdraw
from alI territories occupied smce 1967. Austna 1S
deeply concerned about the present situation in these
areas. The commitment to continued expansion of
Israeli settlements, the expropriatron of land, .the
displacement and harassment of the local population,
not only violate international law but amount to a
creeping annexation of these ternt~f1es and thereby
jeopardize the chances of a negotiated settlement.
Members of the new Israeli Government have prom
ised a change in the settlement policy. It 1S, m our
view, an urgent necessity that this announcement be
followed by concrete action. An. immediate and
complete halt to the settlement policy constitutes an
indispensable first step to build the confidence
needed for successful peace negottauons.
129. As we appeal to Israel to change its present
course we must also ask our Palestinian and Arab
friend~ to undertake still greater efforts for the ~ause
of peace. In spite of all the blo?dshe.d and sufferingof
yesterday, they should estabhsh With gre~ter ~lanty
that they recognize the State of Israel and It~ right to
exist within secure and recognized boundaries. Both
sides in the Middle East conflict have to come to

ence in which all parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict
would be invited to participate, including the PLO,
the sole and legitimate representative of the Palestin
ian people.

119. Time in the Middle East does not stand still
Everything should be done to bring about such ~
conference at the earliest possible date and it is
rightfully expected that all international protagonists
Will display stronger political will to that end.

120. The Secretary-General should receive every
encouragement and support in carrying out his
consultations for the convening of this conference.

121. The members of the Non-Aligned Committee
of Eight on Palestine met at the ministerial level in
New York on 3 October of this year and called for
additional efforts to be undertaken in order to ensure
the convening of such a peace conference under the
aegis of the United Nations. They considered that the
holding of an international conference, with the
involvement of the Security Council, would help to
achieve the exercise of the inalienable rights of the
Palestinian people and lead to a comprehensive, just
and lasting peace in the region. The Foreign Minis
ters of the Non-Aligned Committee on Palestine
conveyed to Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Execu
tive Committee of the PLO, the full support of their
Governments and peoples for the just struggle of the
Palestinian people and for the PLO and its institu
tions.
122. The people of Yugoslavia have won and
preserved their freedom and independence with
enormous sacrifices. They have deep feelings of
friendship for and solidarity with the Palestinian
people in its Just struggle for self-determination and
national dignity. Non-aligned Yugoslavia has consis
tently supported, and will continue to do so, the
solution of the Middle East crisis on the basis of
respect for the basic principles .of the Charter of the
United Nations and of the policy of non-alignment.
There can be no just, lasting and comprehensive
solution without the implementation of and full
respect for the principles of self-determination, s~v
ereignty, independence, territorial integrity, equality,
non-interference and Withdrawal of foreign troops
from the occupied territories and the right of peoples
to choose independently their own. way of internal
development. This imphes the exercise of the inalien
able rights of the Palestinian people, under the
leadership of the PLO, Its sole and legitimate repre
sentative.
123. We firmly believe that a lasting solution can be
built only on the withdrawal of Israel from all Arab
and Palestinian territories occupied s1Oce. 1~67,
including Jerusalem; on the exercise of the inalien
able right of the Palestinian people to self-determ~na
tion, national identity, sovereignty a~d. the. establtsh
ment of its own State; on the participation C?n an
equal footing of the PLO, a~ the sole and legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people, 10 all en
deavours towards and negohatlOns on the peaceful
settlement of the issue within the framework of the
United Nations; and on ensunng life III peace. and
security for all countries and ~eoples m the Middle
East and their independent SOCIal development With
in recognized boundaries, without the threat or use of
force.
124. We feel, finally, that it is on.e of the primary
responsibilities of the United Nations to strive to
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terms with each other's existence and legitimate active co-operation of all the parties concerned. Let
interests. Both sides have to demonstrate their readi- us therefore all work together to bring about serious
ness for negotiations on a workable modus vivendi, and realistic peace negotiations. Austria for its part
130. We know, of course, how difficult it is to stands ready to contribute to the best of its abilities
overcome the hostility, mistrust and fear built up in to. the advancement of the cause of peace ID the
many years of bitter history. But dialogue, respect for MIddle East.
the rights of others and willingness for equitable 135. Mr. DJOUDI (Algeria) (interpretation from
compromise are the only way to stop the vicious French): For many years now, consideration of the
cycle of violence and to make progress towards a just particularly serious situation in the Middle East
and lasting peaceful settlement. region has ~aken place only towards the end of the
131. Austria's position concerning the main ele- sesslo~, as If the General Assembly, confronted by
ments of such a settlement has been consistent over the numerous challenges facing the nations of the
the years. We reject policies based on military world, preferred to devote Its last resources to the
superiority and occupation of foreign territories. Any consideration of a problem m~de all the. more
solution must be based on Israel's withdrawal from complex because the Assembly Itself was directly
the occupied territories, on recognition of the nation- involved .Ill. ItS cr~atlOn. .. . .
al rights of the Palestinian people, including its right 136. T~lS interminable CrtSIS, fraught withsuffering
to its own State, and on recognition of Israel's and tragic, consequences and ID which millions of
existence as a sovereign and independent State human beings have. been plunged for almost f01;1r
within secure and recognized borders. We recognize decades, has ItS onglD~ m an Injustice unique ID
the PLO as the representative and spokesman of the modern history, one whichvbecause of the rep~rcus-
Palestinian people and therefore believe that the Sl0I!-S It has had ~n the relations which existed ID the
PLO should be included in all efforts to find a just region, has radically changed the destiny of the
and peaceful solution. peoples of this part of the world and seriously
132. Let me now turn to the situation in Lebanon, threatened ,i~ter~ational peace and security. .
which continues to be in the foreground of interna- 137. The I~Justlce at the r~ot of all the upheavals ID
tional attention. The progress achieved by the Gov- the region IS the plundering of a people's land,
emment of National Unity towards national recon- property and Its rights wlt.h. the approval of the
ciliation is, in our view, one of the few bright spots in United Nations, whose duty It IS to safeguard already
the otherwise bleak picture presented by the Middle independent small nat1.ons and those emerging m the
East today. Many difficult problems remain to be liberating struggle against occupying forces.
solved, however. Factional violence and terrorism 138. The injustice is also the creation on the Arab
threaten the process of stabilization. A decade of civil soil of Palestine, formerly a land of harmony and of
war and the Israeli invasion have left deep wounds in the coexistence of peoples regardless of their race,
the social and economic fabric of Lebanon. Rebuild- their language and their religion, of a foreign entity
ing a stable and prosperous Lebanon presents a professing the cult of force and the language of
formidable challenge, violence and hatred.
133. To tackle these enormous problems successful- 139. With the establishment of the Zionist entity,
ly it appears essential that the foreign occupation of the regron of the MIddle East, the .strategic irnpor-
parts ofLebanon's territory be ended and that its full tance of WhICh, because of Its positron at the cross-
sovereignty and territorial integrity be restored. roads of three contrnents, was strengthened by the
Israel must withdraw its troops from Lebanon with- considerable resources of its subsoil, was immediate-
out further delay. Austria welcomes the current ly. thrust into an era of. turbulence and permanent
efforts by the Secretary-General to facilitate an c~lses m~rked by aggression, occupation and repres-
agreement on the Israeli withdrawal and the talks sion against the Arab peoples.
which have rec.ently begun in Naqoura under the 140,. Irredentism, adventurism and expansionism
aegis of the United Nations. We beheve that ID the co~stItute the essential features of the Zionist regime,
future the peace-keeping forces of UNWIL Will have w)uch has been imposed upon a region where the
an ~v.en greater role to play In securing peace and different revealed religions could coexist in concord
stability m southern Lebanon. The valuable work of and harmony.
the Secretary-General ID Lebanon, the. role of 141, Israeli irredentism takes the form. first of
UNIFI~, l!NDO~ ~!?-d UNTS9, and the Impo~ant constant, obstinate rejection by the Zionist leade;s of
humanitarian .actlvltIes .of vanous United Nations the international consensus on the question of Pales-
orgamz,atlons 11,1 the region are for us evidence that tine, It is a triple negation in that it opposes
theUnited Nations has the potential and the respon- recognition of the inalienable rights of the Palestin-
sibility ,to contribute substantively ,to. the peace ian people, which have been accepted and regularly
process ID the MIddle East. This conflict IS, after all, reaffirmed by I the General Assembly; opposes the
<;:>ne of the most dangerous crises 10 the world. Its universally established representativeness of the
implications transcend ~y far the confines of the PLO, the sole legitimate representative of the Pales-
region and const~tute a direct threat to international tinian people; and opposes any peace process in
peace and secunty. , which the PLO would participate as a fully-fledged
1?4. Every country" regardless of ItS geographical negotiator.
distance from the M1dd!e E~s~, has a stake in the 142, It also takes the form of a continuing occupa-
peaceful settlement of this ~nsls. As the only world- tion of the Arab territories conquered in 1967 and
WIde forum open to all parties to the conflict and to persistence in the policy of settlements at the expense
all other interested Powers, the United Nations of the dispossessed Arab owners, a policy that has
presents unique opportunities for the search for a been severely condemned by the Security Council
peaceful settlement. The efforts of the United Na- ~IDd the General Assembly, which have declared it
tions would, however, be insufficient Without the Illegal, ItS purpose being to de-Arabize these territo-
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ries and annex them definitively, in violation of the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and
the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition
of territories by force.
143. Finally, it takes the form of the increasing
repression of Arab peoples in the occupied territo
ries, to which the Zionist military administration is
resorting, repression which has been denounced each
year by the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Popula
tion of the Occupied Territories and regularly con
demned by the General Assembly for the past 15
years. This fierce repression of Palestinian civilians,
which has assumed a new dimension with the blind
terrorism practised by bands of fanatics, benefiting
from the blessing of those in certain religious and
political circles and enjoying impunity, is aimed at
forcing the Arab populations, by acts of terror and
threats, to seek exile, thereby swelling the ranks of the
refugees.
144. This Israeli irredentism, the most recent dem
onstration of which has been the definitive rejection
of the appeal of the international community for the
convening of an international conference on peace in
the Middle East, is accompanied by adventurism and
a frenzied expansionism, the numerous manifesta
tions of which are seriously endangering peace and
security in the region and throughout the world.
145. Thus the Zionist regime, deaf to the injunc
tions of the international community, has now been
pursuing for several decades a policy of aggression,
domination and intimidation against the Arab States
of the region and systematically resorting to the use
of force for the purpose of imposing its will upon the
peoples of the Middle East.
146. The continued occupation of the Arab territo
ries, the extension of Israeli legislation to the Syrian
Golan Heights, the proclamation of Jerusalem as the
"eternal capital of Israel", the aggression against the
peaceful Iraqi nuclear installations, the threats
against Syria and Jordan, the recent invasion of
Lebanon and the occupation of the southern part of
that country are part of that logic of violence and
expansionism and are evidence of the warlike, expan
sionist nature of the Zionist regime.
147. In this respect, it is particularly worrying that
the occupation of southern Lebanon is continuing
and is being strengthened, that the Lebanese and
Palestinian populations continue to endure the Cal
vary of oppression and occupation and that the
resolutions of the Security Council calling for the
immediate unconditional withdrawal of the Israeli
troops froril Lebanese territory have so far not been
implemented.
148. In fact, the Zionist regime, which has. always
defied the will of the international community and
the resolutions of the United Nations, far from
committing itself to withdrawal, is increasing its
manoeuvres and obstacles to delay the disengage
ment of its troops and is tightening its grip on
southern Lebanon and the civilian populations.
149. By identifying the Palestinian national fact as
the Gordian knot of the Middle East problem and the
key to any settlement of that problem, the General
Assembly recognized 10 years ago t~at all the maru
festations of the crisis that had until then monopol
ized its attention were nothing m9re than marginal
phenomena used in attempts to divert Its attention
from the heart of the problem: the usurpation of the

land of the Palestinian people and the denial of that
people's national rights. With this historic leap, the
Assembly decided to rise to the level of its responsi
bilities and resolutely to embark on the search for a
comprehensive solution, because that is the only
possible solution to the interminable Middle East
conflict.
150. The General Assembly defined the elements of
that settlement and has reiterated them with remark
able consistency throughout regular and special ses
sions. They consist of the fulfilment of the following
dual requirement: the restoration to the Palestinian
people of all its inalienable national rights, including
the right to return, the right to self-determination and
the right to establish an independent State in Pales
tine; and the total, unconditional withdrawal of
Israeli troops from all the occupied Arab territories.
151. The means for bringing about such a settle
ment were spelt out by the General Assembly in
resolution 38/58 C, which endorsed the call for
convening an international peace conference 011 the
Middle East, as recommended by the 1983 Interna
tional Conference on the Question of Palestine.
152. The elements and institutional framework for
a comprehensive settlement having been decided on
by the General Assembly, all efforts should be made
today for the convening of that conference, in which
the PLO must participate fully, as the sole legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people. This is an
opportunity that the Arab States of the region have
declared themselves ready to accept, as the surest
way to end the bloody conflict that has engulfed the
Middle East and to ensure that peace and justice may
return to that part of the world.
153. Mr. AL-SHAALI (United Arab Emirates)
(interpretation from Arabic): At the outset, I should
like to express the thanks of my delegation to the
Secretary-General for his report on the various
aspects of the situation in the Middle East
[A/39/600]. The report shows in general that no
progress has been made towards settling the question
and that the situation has deteriorated, threatening
peace and security in the region and beyond.
154. That is why we are once again considering this
item, entitled "The situation in the Middle East".
The situation that we are discussing today is not that
which prevailed many years ago, when the item was
first inscribed on the General Assembly's agenda, in
1967. Since then, the situation has deteriorated. We
used to consider specific matters, but now such
matters have multiplied, leading to the creation of
new sets of ever more complicated issues. The result
is that the Middle East has become a region of
constant tension, anxiety and threats to international
peace and security.
155. A quick glance at the deveIQpm~nts.in the
region over the past year shows that the situation has
deteriorated in all fields and that the international
community, represented by the United Nations, has
not been able to stop that deterioration, in spite of
the numerous resolutions adopted by the Organiza
tion. Moreover, all the efforts to reach a peaceful
settlement have failed to achieve any progress be
cause on the one hand. of a lack of understanding of
the r~al reasons behind the conflict in the region,
and on the other hand, because of the unidimension
al approach that characterized political mov~ments
in the region, especially the attempts at exclusiveness
and unilateralism, which in our view cannot offer a
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good basis for a just solution capable of taking remaining Palestinian lands, through aggression, war
account of the legitimate rights of the Arab peoples and the escalation of repression and terror, the aim
suffering under the yoke of occupation, injustice and being to compel the Palestinians in the West Bank
hatred. and Gaza to leave those areas. Then Israel frustrated
156. Therefore, my country supported General As- the. Palestinian people, psychologically, suppressing
sembly resolution 38/58 C, concerning the convening their reslstanc~ to o.ccupat~on, stifling their struggle
of an international peace conference on the Middle to restore their national rights and pursumg them
East. We still believe that that conference offers the wherever they were.
required framework within which to reach a peaceful 162. The second aspect of the Middle East problem
and just solution, provided the main conditions that is the Israeli aggression against our sister Arab State,
gave rise to the problem in the first place are Syria. That aggression has a clear objective: the
eliminated. occupation and annexation of the Syrian Golan
157. Two factors should be mentioned when we are Heights. As in the case <;>~ occupied Palestine, Israel
talking about the Middle East. First, Israeli leaders has started to.expel the citizens of that area through a
are bent on achieving the objectives of the Zionist serres of arbitrary measures and l lately, the en~ct-
movement by establishing what is called Greater mentof laws aimed ~t annexatIo~ of the region,
Israel, so that Israel can become the greatest military mcl,udm~ ,the rmposition of Israeli nationality on
Power in the region. This would be achieved by Syrian citizens,
seizing the remaining parts of the land of Palestine 163. The third aspect of the problem is the Israeli
and controlling, through invasion, occupation and aggression against Lebanon. That aggression has
annexation, the largest possible area of neighbouring uncovered the true face of Israel and its desire to
Arab countries, with a view t<;> dominating the region, dominate and expand. The world at large has seen
controlling ItS economic, social and political onenta- the t~aglc consequen.ces of that aggression, which
tion and frustrating economic and SOCial develop- have Included collective massacres the intervention
ment iD; order to impose backwardness on the region, of foreign troops, the Israeli occup~tion of southern
so that It remained simply a market for consumption. Lebanon, the destruction of the Lebanese economy,
158. Secondly, some States try to exploit the objec- the deportation of the population of the south and
tives of the Zionist movement, as represented by Israel's refusal to withdraw from southern Lebanon.
Israel in order to achieve their own economic Moreover, Israel links such Withdrawal to a number
ambitions in the region and strengthen their strategic of conditions which show an attempt to diminish
presence through Israel's military might. A glance at Lebanon's sovereignty and to continue Israeli occu-
the history of international relations in the region pation and domination, directly or indirectly, of
since the establishment of Israel shows that the s?me Lebanese territories. In this regard, I should
Western countries have taken turns in maintaining like to pay tribute to the heroic resistance of the
Israel's military superiority, so much so that military fraternal Lebanese people against the forces of occu-
and economic assistance to Israel represents an patron. That resistance played a major role in
important part of the budgets of some States and compelling Israel to reconsider its plans of perma-
constitutes a baSIC commitment for them. nent occupation of southern Lebanon.
159. The strategic co-operation agreements between 164. The fourth aspect of this problem is the Israeli
the United States and Israel have added a new aggression against the Arab States, which Ariel
dimension to the conflict in the region. They confirm Sharon, the former Minister of Defence of Israel,
the validity of the theory I have just advanced and called Israel's role of policeman from the Atlantic
encou,rage Israel to reject, to disregard and even to Ocean. to ~alkistan; An example of such Israeli
take lightly all the resolutions adopted by the United aggression ~s Israel s attack on the Iraqi nuclear
Nations. Thus, we denounce those agreements be- research facility, Here one can see the dimensions of
cause we see in them American support for the Israeli the policeman role of which Sharon spoke. Another
policy of continued aggression against the Arab aspect emphasizing the objectives for which Israel
States and encouragement to the Israeli authorities to wa~ created is its practice of attacking any facility
continue their rep~esslOn of the Palestinian people which Israel or ItS.allies believe could constitute an
aimed at eliminating them. Important economl~ base m the region; thus, Israel is
160. These are the major factors that are continuing kept as.a sword against the peoples of the region who
to contribute to the complexity of the situation in the are maintained as hostages to foreign mterests and
Middle East. We believe that the flow of military strategic plans.
economic, and financial aid to Israel is the majo; 1?5. The General Assembly and the Security Coun-
factor which enables Israel to persist in its aggression. cil have adopted. many resolutions condemning these
"'!e also believe that unless General Assembly resolu- aspects, aggressions and practices and requesting
tion 38/180 A, which ~~lls, inter alia, o~ all States to Israel ~o put an end to them. Moreover, many
suspend economic, military and financial assistance resolutions have been adopted which recognize the
to, and ~ll co-operation with;, Israel is implemented, [nalienabl« rights of the people of Palestine, includ-
no tangible progress m setthng the problem will be mg the right to return to Its country, the right to self-
possible, determination !U1d the right to establish an indepen-
161. Such is the general context of the problem of dent State m ItS own homeland.
the Middle East. If we turn to the direct aspects of 166. In addition, the Security Council has adopted
this problem, ~ would say that the main one is the two famous resolutions, resolutions 508 (1982) and
Israeli agg.ressIOn against the Palestinian people 5.09 (198.2), calling for the immediate and uncondi-
which led, In 1947 and 19.4~, to the swallowing of the tional WIthdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanese
greater part of the Palestinian lands and the forcing terntory.
01the peof\r of those regions to leave their homes. 167. All these resolutions, which concern the four
T IS was 0 owed by the gradual usurpation of the main aspects of the problem of the Middle East,
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reflect two important facts. First, the internationally explosive situation threatens to grow into a war
community categorically rejects the Israeli explana- conflict. The responsibility for such developments
tions by which it attempts to justify with legal must be fully borne by the United States and by
arguments or by reasons of security its policies and Israel, which acts as its long arm in its efforts to gain
practices against the Palestinian people and the Arab domination over the Middle East. Being interested
States. Secondly, the international community has both in the strategic position of the region, which is
categorically declared illegal all those policies and advantageous in its plans for world hegemony, and in
practices because they contravene the principles of the region's large resources of raw materials, primari-
the Charter of the United Nations and of internation- ly oil, the United States is striving by every means to
allaw; but the reaction of Israel has been to refuse to gain a decisive influence in that part of the world.
comply with these resolutions. Israel is thus violating 173. It is the United States that must accept the
its commitment under Article 25 of the Charter blame for the fact that the Middle East is probably
which states: "The Members of the United Nations the only region that has had no peace since the end of
agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the the Second World War almost 40 years ago. Time
Security Council in accordance with the present and again, that region has experienced escalating
Charter." flicon icts and clashes growing into large-scale wars.
168. No other State, in the history of the United Tens of thousands of soldiers have lost their lives
Nations, has been condemned by so many resolu- there, and the toll has been even heavier among
tions as has Israel. All those resolutions denounce civilians. The Israeli aggression alone has taken the
Israeli practices and call for an end to them. We all lives of hundreds of thousands of people in the Arab
know the fate of those resolutions. My delegation countries.
therefore believes that no resolution regarding Israel 174. The imperialist interests of the United States
will be effective unless it can be backed by the in the Middle East are promoted by the expansionist
possibility of actual application. policies of Israel, with which the United States has
169. The Charter has outlined the methods to be concluded a strategic alliance. Aware of the full
adopted in case of acts of aggression in contravention support of the United States, Israel has been continu-
of the principles of the Charter and of international ing, in disregard of the condemnation of the whole
law. The first method is the application of Chapter international community, to occupy extensive areas
VII of the Charter with regard to any State that in southern Lebanon, the west bank of the River
commits breaches of the peace or acts of aggression. Jordan, the Gaza Strip, the Golan Heights and the
This method is governed by Articles 39 to 42 of the eastern part of Jerusalem, establishing in the occu-
Charter. In the light of the repeated Israeli acts of pied territories more and more militarized settle-
aggression against the Arab States and against the ments and escalating terror against the Arab popula-
people of Palestine, and in view of its continued tion.
threat to peace and security, not only in our region 175. The history of Israel is one of a continuous
but in the world as a whole-acts that have been series of acts iof aggression against the neighbouring
condemned by the United Nations in numerous countries. We have vivid memories of the last one,
resolutions-we believe that all those Articles are directed against Lebanon and posing a threat to the
applicable in the case of Israel. very existence of that country as an independent
170. The second method is expulsion from the State. That aggression was characterized by unprece-
Organization under Article 6 of the Charter, which dented brutality and brought new suffering to mil-
states: lions of Arabs.

"A Member of the United Nations which has 176. The full support rendered to Israel during its
persistently violated the Principles contained in aggression against Lebanon by the United States has
the present Charter may be expelled from the plainly revealed to the whole world the strategic
Organization by the General Assembly upon the alliance of the two countries directed against the
recommendation of the Security Council." people of the Arab countries. The infamous role

We believe that that Article applies categorically to played in Lebanon by United States troops under the
the case of Israel. guise of United States participation in the so-called
\ 71. The application to Israel of these two provi- multinational forces entrusted with "ensuring securi-
sions is clear from the text and spirit of the Charter. ty" is well known. Having carried out a direct
Actually, that is the only way to compel Israel to end military intervention against the Lebanese patriotic
its aggression, annexation and defiance. Unless we do forces and the inter-Arab peace-keeping units, the
so we shall come back next year again to discuss the United States has stepped onto the same platform as
causes of the problem and its consequences-in other the Israeli aggressor. United States warships fired
words, we shall be moving in a vicious circle. My thousands of tons of grenades on Lebanese villages
delegation hopes that we shall be able to break this and towns, killing many civilians.
vicious circle and that everyone will understand the 177. Although it was forced to withdraw its contin-
dangers which are threatening the region. We also gents from Lebanon, the United States has not given
hope that the States that have special responsibility up consideration of the possibility of direct military
for international peace will undertake their proper engagement in the Middle East, using all available
role and assume their responsibilities. opportunities to attempt to resurrect the so-called
172. Mr. KULAWIEC (Czechoslovakia): The multinational forces, as, for instance, in the so-called
United Nations has been dealing with the situation in assistance in removing mines from maritime routes
the Middle East for a number of years. Unfortunate- in the Red Sea.
ly, in spite of dozens of resolutions and decisions that 178. While doing all this, the United States wishes
have been adopted, the tensions in that region not to pass itself off as a peacemaker. However, its so-
only have remained unabated but have, on the called peace initiatives are in fact quite unequivocal-
contrary, been escalated even further. The chronical- ly aimed at furthering the ambitions of the Israeli
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aggressor, in total disregard of the legitimate interests tieproposals. The ,reason is obvious: the two strategic
of the Arab people. The United States I,S Imposing alhes a~e not willing even to consider the retur:n, of
upon countries of the Middle East inequitable sepa- the terntones occupied by Israel and the recognition
rate agreements with Israel; it refuses to recognize the of the ~egltImate rights of the. Palestinian people.
right of'the PLO, the only legitimate representative They reject also the Idea of ~n International confer-
of the Arab people of Palestine, to represent the e~c~ because of the fact that, In separate negotIatl.ons
Palestinian people in international forums; It creates WIth individual Arab States, Israel, backed by United
obstructions to the convening of an international States support, undoubtedly has the upper hand. But
conference on the Middle East which might find a the main reason for their refusal is that Israel and the
comprehensive settlement with regard to all aspects United States th.nk that, in the given circumstarces,
of the situation in the region. The complete failure of they are able to dictate to the peoples of the MIddle
the attempts by the United States to bring about a East, through rough military force, the settlement
separate settlement in Lebanon provides proof that that they consider most advantageous to themselves.
the Palestinian and Arab peoples realize .the purpose 185. Yet the road to peace is different; it is the road
of United States engagement III the MIddle East. of respect for the fundamental norms of international
179. In spite of those dangerous elements, a way law and the decisions of the United Nations and of
out of the crisis exists, but it cannot be sought in negotiations on a comprehensive solution of the
separate agreements imposed on Arab States by problem with the participation of all parties con-
Israel and the United States. Pointing out this fact, cerned. We are convinced that it is possible to
the countries of the socialist community have more achieve in the Middle East a true, lasting and just
than once warned against such a solution. History peace. A substantial contribution thereto must also
has confirmed that their concern is justified. be made by the United Nations and all its Members,
180. Czechoslovakia resolutely condemns the ag- including the. United States and Israel. Only when
gressive policy pursued by the United States and these prerequisites are fulfilled can a Just settlement
Israel in the Middle East region. We consider it be b~ought about to. this long-standing, dangerous
necessary that the Middle East crisis be solved in a conflict, the termma~lOnof which IS In the mtere~t of
just manner that provides for the peace and security all !latlons m the MIddle East: Moreover, the elirni-
of all nations in the region. nat~o? of that hotbed of tension would also have a
181. Czechoslovak foreign policy towards the Arab positive impact on the overall international situation,
States is consistently based on the principle of active 186. Mr. RODRIGO (Sri Lanka): The irony was
support for their just cause and for all steps aimed at pointed out earlier that the region of the Middle East,
strengthening their unity of action in their struggle the birthplace of three great religions-c-Judaism,
against aggression, imperialism and zionisrn, Tradi- Christianity and Islam-continues tragically to be
tional friendship and mutually beneficial eo-opera- denied peace and tranquillity. Turmoil and unrest in
tion are characteristic features of our relations with the Middle East have, at the very least, a history as
this politically and economically important region. long as that of the United Nations,
182, The Czechoslovak Prime Minister, Lubomir 18,7. While the long agony of ,the people of the
Strougal, saidlast June dunng hIS VISIt to the Syrian MIddle East has been dramatized m gruesome atroci-
Arab Repubhc: ties such as those of Sabra and Shatila, the implica-

"We share your conviction that a just and lasting tions of this tragedy are such that its repercussions
peace will be established in the Middle East too. It extend far beyond the region. Each upheaval, each
will happen when the inalienable rights of the act of violence, sends shock waves throughout the
Palestinian people, the right to self-determination world, posing a threat to international peace and
and its own independent State, are exercised; when security.
the last Israeli occupier leaves Arab territories; 188. The situation in the Middle East is a complex
when United States warships disappear ?ver the one, involving many interrelated issues, many con-
homon,from the eastern shore of the Mediterrane- flicts .and the clash of many interests. Certainly the
an Sea. question of the MIddle East cannot be over-sirnpli-

181 We consider that a good basis for a universal fied. Each crisis, however SUdden it may seem, has
and just solution of the Mi"tJdle East conflict has been causes that extend into the past and, equally, conse-
provided in the Soviet proposals of 29 July of this quences that reach out into the future. It is possible.
year [A/391368]. The six principles underlying then. nevertheless, to unravel certain strands in this corn-
are based on generally recognized norms of interna- plex question and to isolate and identify the major
tional law and documents of the United Nations. obstacles to the establishment of conditions of peace
They include, primarily, the principle of the inadmis- and security in the Middle East.
sibilityof conquering foreign territories by me,ans of 189. At the Seventh Conference of Heads of State
aggressIOn;, the principle of !ecogDltlon of the FIght of or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at
the Palestinian people, with the PLO as ItS sole New Delhi in March 1983, It was clearly reaffirmed
representative, to self-determination ~n9 to establish that: "The question of Palestine is the core of the
ItS own independent State .on Palestinian territory, Middle East problem and the root cause of the Arab-
free from Israeli <?ccupatlon, the principle of assurmg Israeli conflict."> It is clear that no settlement of the
In practice the right of all States III the region to Middle East problem is ossible without the solution
secunty, independent eXl~tence and development; of the question of Palestfne. Although the situation is
the principle of terrmnating the state of war and of great complexity the root cause of the Arab-Israeli
establ.Ishmg peace betwe~n, the Arab States and conflict and the co~tinuing unrest in the Middle East
Israel; and, finally, the principle of providing effec- is the delay in settling the question of Palestine. The
nve international guarantees. . . lat.e historian Arnold Toynbee maintained that the
184. However, Israel and the United States, despite MIddle East would not be at peace until there was a
their pompous words about peace, reject those realis- just settlement of the question of Palestine.
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more viable and comprehensive190. My delegation holds the view that a compre
hensive settlement in the Middle East must fulfil the
following fundamental conditions: the unconditional
withdrawal of Israel from all occupied Arab and
Palestinian territory, in accordance with the principle
of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory
by force, and the recognition of the inalienable
national rights of the Palestinian people. Those rights
include their right to return to their homeland, the
right to self-determination and the right to establish
an independent State in Palestine. Those basic
elements for a just and lasting settlement of the
Middle East question are common to a number of
blueprints for peace in the region, although there are
admittedly differences in emphasis and varying
nuances reflecting individual perceptions. The pro
posals of the non-aligned States, the Arab States,
particularly at the Twelfth Arab Summit Conference,
held at Fez in September 1982,3 the Organization of
African Unity, the Organization of the Islamic Con
ference, the International Conference on the Ques
tion of Palestine, held at Geneva in 1983, and others
have all asserted those principles as constituting the
broad essentials for a settlement.
191. Despite the near-universal acceptance of those
principles, the approaches and methods for their
fulfilment have been as numerous as the issues have
been complicated. There are questions of timing,
questions relating to pre-conditions and guarantees,
questions relating to the sequence and pace of
implementation and the question of who should
participate and with what status. Sri Lanka believes
strongly that the people of Palestine, represented by
the PLO, should enjoy full-party status on an equal
footing in any negotiations aimed at a comprehensive
settlement of the Middle East issue. The uniquely
representative character of the PLO has been accept
ed by the overwhelming majority of the international
community. Indeed, a number of countries, including
my own, have accorded full diplomatic status to the
PLO.
192. The situation in the occupied territories, cov
ered in section III of the Secretary-General's report
[A/39/600], is one which is highly volatile. Weare of
the view that the Illegal Israeh settlements In the
occupied territories must be dismantled and that any
action aimed at changing the legal status, geographic
nature, institutional structures or demographic com
position of those territories is null and void. Other
aspects of the human rights situation have been
considered in some depth in the examination of the
report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Popula
tion of the Occupied Territories, of which Sri Lanka
is a member.
193. Another dimension to the Middle East ques
tion is posed by the sad developments in Lebanon.
We deplore the terrible loss of life and destruction
caused by continuing hostilitiesin Lebanon and call
for strict respect for the sovereignty, political inde
pendence and territorial integrity of Lebanon
throughout the entirety of its internationally rec~g

nized boundaries, free from any form of foreign
interference or pressure.
194. The United Nations involvement in peace
keeping operations in the Middle East, including
Lebanon, is laudable, and Sri Lanka fully supports
them. However, they are clearly only interim arrange
ments which should in no way console us as a

substitute for a
settlement.
195. Similarly, while United Nations efforts
through UNRWA, despite its limited resources,
towards alleviating the plight of Palestinian refugees
have been deserving of the support of all, the
situation of the refugees continues to be a matter of
grave lingering concern. The question of Palestine is
not a question of refugees, but a question affecting
the inalienable rights of an entire people, of an entire
nation.
196. The list of speakers on this item is long, and
Sri Lanka has added its own voice in the hope of
serving to emphasize those essential features in the
Middle East situation which need to be identified.
The Secretary-General has pointed out that none of
the parties to this tragic conflict could hope to obtain
its maximum demands. Equally, a settlement will not
be lasting unless all the complexities are taken into
account. In this sense, the United Nations offers the
best forum in which the totality of the Middle East
question can be comprehensively considered. We do
not minimize bilateral or multilateral initiatives for
peace as long as they take full account of the roots of
the problem, are just and are based on universally
accepted principles relating to the Middle East to
which I have just referred.
197. The use of force and unilateral action can only
aggravate the situation further, devalue the role of
the United Nations and limit the prospects for
international and lasting acceptance of any arrange
ment. In this context, it is only the United Nations
which can embrace all the dimensions to the Middle
East question. Sri Lanka hopes that the United
Nations, including the Security Council, will play a
more central and decisive role in implementing the
international consensus that has evolved as consti
tuting the essential element for a just and lasting
settlement.
198. The Secretary-General has had discussions ~n

the possibility of using the machinery of the Secunty
Council in a manner which could help to distill the
common elements in the numerous proposals on the
Middle East in order to work out a satisfactory
negotiating structure. We trust that those endeavours
will bear fruit and lead to a concerted international
effort to settle the question of the Middle East.
199. Mr. FAKHOURY (Lebanon) (interpretation
from Arabic): I wish first of all to express the thanks
and appreciation of the delegation of Lebanon to the
Secretary-General for his report [ibid.].
200. The Secretary-General's interest in the region,
his striving to bring about an end to the crisis there
and his concern for the reputation and credibility of
the United Nations are all factors that increase the
peoples' faith in this international Organization and
in the role played by its Secretariat.
20 I. The frankness with which the Secretary-Gen
eral has dealt in the report with all the issues stems
from a sincere wish to make a constructive contribu
tion to resolving the problem. The obstacles, the
difficulties and the fear of the prolongation of the
"no peace, no war" state, the concerns and warnings
of danger, and the waning hope of being able to reach
a solution to the Middle East crisis-all are dealt
with in the report with courage, clarity and pragma
tism.
202. It is on this basis that the delegation of
Lebanon is today considering this item with its well-
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known seriousness, conscious of its responsibility the headquarters of UNIFIL, for that purpose. To
and confident in the role and responsibility of the date, six meetings have been held under United
United Nations in this question that affects the Nations auspices, represented by UNIFIL and within
future of peoples and the economic, social and the framework ofthe truce agreement signed between
political future of our civilized world. Lebanon and Israel in 1949.
203. Lebanon's votes in favour of the lawful inter- 210. We have great hopes that the work of these
ests of peoples, their right to independence and self- meetings will be crowned with success and that they
determination, and particularly the cause of the will be followed by complete Israeli withdrawal from
Middle East and Palestine stems from its belief in the southern Lebanon, western Bekaa and Rashaya, in
right of the Palestinian people to enjoy its full accordance with Security Council resolutions 508
inalienable rights, including the right to self-determi- (1982) and 509 (1982).
nation, the right to return to its homeland, Palestine, 211. The entire international community and the
and to establish its own independent State. Member States represented in the Security Council-
204. Lebanon welcomes any political initiative in particular the permanent members-must support
aimed at finding a just and durable solution to the the efforts of the Secretary-General and induce Israel
Arab-Israeli conflict. Lebanon has supported the to withdraw. They must support the legitimacy of the
Secretary-General's call for an international confer- Lebanese authorities so that the inhabitants of the
ence on peace in the Middle East. Lebanon is region may live in peace and security.
prepared to contribute to efforts to ensure the success 212. Liberation must be achieved, and meanwhile
of such a conference, in accordance with General Israel must cease its practices in the occupied
Assembly resolution 38/58 C. territories. These have been the subject of a number
205. While the Secretary-General expresses in his of complaints put forward by Lebanon and distribut-
report doubts about the possibility of holding such a ed as official documents of the General Assembly
conference because the necessary conditions do not and the Security Council. These complaints have
exist at the moment, Lebanon believes that its been considered by the permanent members of the
problem should be considered separately from the Security Council and their Governments at the
situation in the Middle East, because the latter issue appropriate time. Furthermore, representatives have
is urgent and critical and its effects are dangerous heard an the statements made in the General Assem-
and threaten the economic and social infrastructure bly and the Securi ty Council dealing with these
of the region. practices in detail, as well as our call for the cessation
206. In his address on 5 October to the General of such practices. The sufferings of our peoples in
Assembly [22nd meeting], Mr. Rachid Karame, these regions are economic, material, physical and
Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs of moral and contravene even the most fundamental
the Lebanese Republic, set out the aims and policies human rights and the most fundamental principles of
of the Lebanese Government, placing them under the Charter of the United Nations, international law
three basic headings: security, liberation and recon- and the Geneva conventions, particularly the Geneva
struction. I do not want to go back to that statement Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
in detail, but I must pause here to consider the Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949.1

progress and all the positive results which have been 213. What Lebanon is demanding is its right as an
achieved under those three headings since 5 October independent State to live in peace and security. This
last. is a natural right that was enshrined in the Charter of
207. First, as far as security is concerned, following the United Nations when Lebanon became one of its
the implementation of the first stage of the security founding Members. It is a right that has been
plan for greater Beirut and after the authorities had reaffirmed in many resolutions of the Security Coun-
taken over control of the ports, the Government cil and the General Assembly. To condone the
decided to undertake the second phase of the plan aggressive acts of a Member State, to procrastinate
pertaining to the deployment of the Lebanese army regarding implementation of the relevant resolutions,
along the coast of the capital, Beirut, south to the is to endanger the survival of the United Nations and
Awali River, where the Israeli occupation forces are lessens people's faith in it and in its ability to deter
still entrenched, and north to Tripoli. the aggressor. The Secretary-General, in paragraph
208. In addition, the Government has deployed 37 of his report [A/39/600], points out the adverse
h bri d f h effects of the stalemate in the Middle East on the
tree nga es 0 t e army to ensure the security of authority and status of the United Nations itself.
the south, the western Bekaa and Rashaya and the
nopulation of those areas as soon as Israel withdraws 214. With the continuing Israeli occupation, it was
therefrom. The Lebanese army alone will maintain inevitable that Lebanese national resistance should
the security of the land and the dignity of its intensify. This purely Lebanese resistance, which is
inhabitants. We do not recognize any other army very dear to us, is the best indicator of the courage of
working outside the framework of our legitimate the people in the Israeli occupied territories; of their
army. dignity and their determination to rid themselves of
209. Secondly, as regards liberation, which we the occupation and to return to the mother nation.
consider to include the liberation of the land and of 215. The presence in southern Lebanon of interna-
its people, Lebanon, on 12 October of this year, tional forces represents for us international recogni-
called on the Secretary-General to exert his efforts tlO11 of Lebanese legitimacy. It represents an interna-
and good offices to ensure the complete withdrawal tional commitment to return the region to Lebanese
of Israeli troops and the setting up of security sovereignty,
arrangements to protect Lebanon's southern borders. 216. Today, for the first time, United Nations
As the Assembly is aware, following consultations forces are playing an effective role, thanks to the
and compacts, the Secretary-General, on 31 October, good offices of the Secretary-General and his assist-
called for meetings at the military level at Naqoura, ants. For that reason, we strongly demand not only
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that those forces remain but also that they be enabled to that high death toll has been considerable. This is
to carry out the task initially entrusted to them. They something that I hope he will not ignore, as is his
must be enabled to ensure complete Israeli withdraw- well-known custom.
al and assist the legitimate authorities to. regain 221. Mr. LE KIM CHUNG (Viet Nam): Lebanon
control of all Lebanese territories within the m~erna- used to be a beautiful and prosperous country in the
tionally recognized borders. None of this will be Middle East.ilsrael's invasion in June 1982 turned it
possible unless the effectiveness of. these forces Is into a battered country of much suffering. Under the
increased, thescope of their task IS widened and their pretext of safeguarding its security Israel invaded
numbers are .1!1creased, so that they can participate and occupied the southern part ~f Lebanon and
with the, legitimate Lebanese army, for a specific under the same pretext its artillery and air force
penod, m re-establishing peace and secunty m pummelled Beirut. Its ground forces then pounded
southern Lebanon th . t he ci , f ' h d. . '. e way m 0 t e City, razmg part 0 It to t e graun .
217. We must point .out that ~he international In the wake of this invasion, hundreds of Palestinian
forces, despite their hllJ-Ited potential and numbers, refugees were massacred in Sabra and Shatila. A
have made many sacrifices. They have been sub- peace treaty was forced upon the then Lebanese
jected to much harassment and have had to bear the Government, obviously in the aggressor's favour. As
excesses of.the occup~mg authorities. However, they if that were not enough, thousands of United States
have remained at their post and done their job. We Marines landed on the soil of that country to help
therefore extend the thanks and appreciation of secure the implementation of that treaty and also the
Lebanon to the leaders of those forces, m particular annihilation of the Palestinian forces there.
General Callaghan, and to the officers, soldiers and , ' .
administrators, as well as to all the participating 222. Although at present the explosive tension
States seems to have lessened, thanks to sustained efforts on

.. , . the part of the Lebanese Government, a serious
218. Thirdly, as far as reconstruction a~~ develop- danger of a flare-up remains a constant source of
ment ,a,re concerned, the 10 'years of crisis and. the grave concern. The withdrawal of the Israeli occupa-
Israeli incursion of 198~, which reached the capital, tion forces from Lebanon has become the talk of the
Beirut, caused econ~mlc destruction m both the town. Yet it has left much to be desired. Lebanon in
pnv,ate and the public sector, seriously endangenng fact demonstrates in miniature what has been hap-
the infrastructures set uP. by the Lebanese. In order to pening in the Middle East for the last four decades,
reconstruct those Vital infrastructures, .Lebanon re- with the question of Palestine at the centre.
quires assistance from the United Nations and the ,.
specialized agencies, as well as from all industrialized 223. The founding of. Israel m 1948. was the result
and oil-exporting States, The expenses of this recon- of decade-long cruel mtrigues, manipulations .and
struction are proving astronomical and exceed the calculation by several ~estern Po.wers. Its birth,
initial estimates made by the council for reconstruc- unfortunately, went hand ,m hand With the denial of
tion in Lebanon, by more than 20 billion. The statehood to the Palest~mans, thereby turning ,them
specialized agencies have elaborated several projects, into .global nomads. VIOlence w~s the midwife of
some of which we are now beginning to carry out in zionism, which IS synonymous With aggression, ex-
accordance with our priorities and the financial pansion, terronsm and,massacre. The realities of the
resources available. This reconstruction will require a P3;st 36 years have testified to the fact that Israel, m
huge financial and humanitarian effort over a period blindly followmg ItS.~lOll1S~ ambitions, has become a
of many years and is far beyond the limited capacity permanent factor of !nstabJllty,. a source of constant
of Lebanon threat to the sovereignty and independence of the
219. The detennination of Lebanon and its people Palestinian and Arab peoples, to territorial integrity,
to survive and to return to nonnallife by ending the and to peace and secunty m the region.
occupation and ensuring peace and security through ~24..In the ~ourse of five wars of aggression against
reconstruction must be complemented by determina- Its neighbouring countnes, Israel has experimented
tion on the part of the United Nations to assist us in with all types of warfare, from "the whole nation as a
achieving these ends, Agreement by States and front" and "carrying war into the enemy's land", to
particularly the two super-Powers, on a clea~ and "superiority of weapons" and "winning a super-
honest policy that would put an end to the tragedy of Power's sympathy", The, ultimate goal. remains the
Lebanon would benefit Lebanon and its cause, the same for successive Zionist administrations-s-that IS,
Middle East and the world as a whole. Disagreement to carry out aggression and the annexation of territo-
makes it impossible to resolve crises; it simply raises ry in the realization of their ambition for Greater
more problems to add to the many unsolved ones Israel.. It .has therefore assumed, the ,Position of an
that threaten mternational peace and secunty. excl,uslOnlst, expansionist and militarist State, It has
220, I had intended to end my substantive state- cultivated an aggressive style, to which It has become
ment here. However, the representative of Israel, in addicted and by which It has ~on the sympathy of
his statement this morning [72nd meeting], men- the super-Power It always has m mind, The land .of
tioned two issues on which I cannot possibly remain Palestine, Jerusalem, !he West Bank, the Gaza Strip,
silent. First, there was his use of the word "depen- the Synan Golan Heights and the southern, part of
dent" or "satellite" in describing Lebanon's foreign L~ba!l0n ~re certainly not enough to satisfy the
relations. I wish to assure him that Lebanon is not Zionist thirst.
and will never be anyone's satellite. I wish he had not 225. In parallel with its policy of territorial annexa-
used such a description, because it is not in Israel's tion, Israel has pursued an extremely inhumane
interest, since it raises the following question: to policy and savage practices against the people in its
which country does such a description really apply? occupied areas, in flagrant defiance of the whole
Secondly, he said that 100,000 people had been killed network of human rights, These policies and prac-
in Lebanon. Indeed, this figure could be true. How- tices include the imposition of its laws and regula-
ever, it is equally true that his country's contribution tions, daily arrests, imprisonment, terror and massa-
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ere, making life so unbearable for the indigenous billion worth of weapons. How ironic it is that this
people that they have to leave their homes. The Arab Power.c~ntlnues to preach about the J~st cause of the
countries have repeatedly denounced before the Palestinian and Arab peoples and Its unswerving
world the massacres on the model of those at Sabra support for liberation movements throughout the
and Shatila and the genocide carried out by Israel world.
against their people. 231. Israel's atrocities and its macabre alliance with
226. Although Israel is very aggressive and ambi- the United States and ot.her internaiional react!0~a-
tious, we know for sure that It would not dare to act nes may cause serious difficulties to the Palestinian
so flagrantly, in ~otal. di~regard of international law and Arab people, but it can in no way prevent them
and public OpInIOn, if It stood alone, Without the from contmumg their struggle for national salvation
enormous military and financial assistance, political and defence. The Palestinian people. under the
protection and encouragement it receives from the leadership of the PLO, their sole legitimate represen-
United States. The United States is believed to have tative, and with the effective support of the entire
measured its policy pertaining to the Middle East by Arab and international communities. are now
a yardstick fashioned in Israel, for the latter is its persistently striving towards the establishment of
most important ally in the region. They have so much their own State in Palestine. The delegation of Viet
in common. The colonialist, expansionist policy of Nam once again reaffirms its full support for the
one serves so effectively the reactionary global strate- Palestinian people and the PLO in their struggle to
gy of the other. President Reagan once said: "The fall regain the right to self-determination and other
of the Shah of Iran has increased Israel's value as fundamental national rights. including the right to
perhaps the only remaining strategic asset in the return and to establish an independent State In the
region on which the United States can truly rely." land of Palestine.
227. The annual flow of approximately $4 billion 232. We fully support the Syrian Arab Republic in
from the United States has enabled Israel to feed its its efforts to reclaim sovereignty over the Golan
giant war machine with nuclear capability and fi- Heights by all possible means. We commend the
nance its expansionist and annexationist drive. The Government of Lebanon for its efforts of national
United States provides Israel with political protec- reconciliation and demand that Israel withdraw from
tion, to the extent of closing its eyes to reality. using southern Lebanon immediately and unconditionally.
its power of veto even in Issues of a humanitarian We support the just cause of the Arab people. We
nature, as in the case of Lebanon's draft resolution support the resolution adopted by the Seventh Con-
submitted to the Security Council on 6 September ference of Heads of State or Government of Non-
1984.6 We, therefore, are never taken in by its verbal Aligned Countries, held at New Delhi in March 1983.
protests at Israel s acts. In fact, the United States has which, among other things, calls for "a bovcott of
turned Israel into a regional gendarme, as an instru- Israel in the diplomatic, economic. mitiHiry and
ment to carry out for it the policy of State terrorism, cultural fields and in the sphere of maritime and air
228: Another aspect worth mentioning is the traffic in accor~ance with the provi~~(~ns of Chapter
United States attempt to weaken the unity of the VII of the United Nations Charter .:
Arab community through. peace negotiations between 23.3., The establishment of peace and stability in
Israel and individual Arab States. TheCamp David this Important part of-the world has become impera-
accords and the May peace trea~y are vivid examples tive. Numerous solutions have been introduced. Yet,
of the so-called step-by-step diplomacy. com~ what may, the only acceptable and effective
229. While some Western countries have learned solution should ensure an end to Israel's acts of
their lessons and pulled themselves out of the Middle aggression and territorial annexation and its with-
East quicksand, the failure in and withdrawal from drawal back to the 1967 boundaries, In the same
Lebanon are not enough of a lesson for the United vein, It should guarantee an end to intervention and
States. Its forces still patrol around and it tries to interference by Imperialist Powers in regional affairs.
seize every opportunity to maintain its military The process of Camp David is a failure; it can never
presence and flex its muscles in that part of the em~~ce and solve the present crisis of this region,
world. In this case the English proverb should be for it Ignores the central Issue, that IS, the question of
paraphrased to read: "The road to hell is paved with Palestine. The only choice now is a sclution worked
sordid intentions." out by an international conference of all parties
230 E . h h I concerned. We support the good offices of the

: ven Wit t e who e-hearted support of the Secretary-General. We support the efforts to con-
:;;i~~d t~tai\~s, a~~~ae~f s~~r~~~i~nm:::a ~~~~~\~;: vene, as e~rly as possible, an [nternational c9nfcrcncc
Internally it is in hot water. Stagnation and infl ti n' on the Middle East, as contained In resolution 38/58
th .' f i I ' f d a 10, C of 13 December 1983. We find the concrete

e erosion 0 lt~ .peop e s ~on I ence and a profound proposals of 29 July 1984 by the SO' 'I U· [. ,
Government CflS1S prevail. Externally it has been A/39/3 1 duel .: O\ie; men .H t:
denounced and condemned by the whole world. In 68 con ucrve to the preparation for such a
orde t th diffi lti d conference.r 0 overcome ese I ICU ties an break out of
its isolation, Israel is now looking for birds of its own 234. The peaceful settlement of disputes is a funda-
feather. Its collusion with the apartheid regime of mental provision enshrined in the Charter of the
South Africa i~ notorious. It ,has already forged United Nations: W,e are co~wince9 that the present
relationships with some Fascist and reactionary cnsis and conflict Iry the Middle East ,can be solved
regimes In Latin and Central America. Now the only through a political comprehensive settlement
Asian expansionist and hegernonist Power has come which ensures the legitimate interests or all parties
along. As reported by the English magazine lane's and countries of the region.
Defence Weekly, ,in its 20 November issue, this 235. Mr. ZARIF (Afghanistan): For the .ast IK
Phowe~ has maintained Its secret ~Ies With Israel, and years, the General Assembly has been c(msidc~i~g the
t ey ave recently Signed a major contract for $3 situation in the Middle East and has adt;prl.'d SCl)rCS

-
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of resolutions proclaiming the verdict of the interna- nous Arab people from their land has added grca1I y
tIOn~1 c~mm~mty on that m~tter. To the annoyance to the problem. As part of the constant violation of
and indignation of peace-loving humanity, however, human rights of the population of the occupied
the principal parties responsible for the continuation territories, Israel has proclaimed so-called Jaws and
of this most appalling situation, namely, the Zionist regulations which aim at altering the demographic
forces of Israel and imperialist circles m the United composition, geographic features, basic character and
States, have put stumbling-blocks in the way of the legal status of the occupied territories and has
implementation of those verdicts. effectively annexed some parts of the occupied
236. The Middle East, which is one of the most territories to Israel.
important centres of man's civilization and a perma- 240. Lebanon the most recent victim of Israeli
nent crossroad of various cultures, has unfortunately aggression, continues to suffer from the occupation
been condemned to war and destruction as a result of of vast areas of its land and brutal attacks on and
the expansionist, aggressive and hegemonistic poli- bombardments of its towns and villages by Israeli
cies of Israel and the United States for the past four forces.
decades ..The en9rmous efforts .of the international 241. The people of the Syrian Golan Heights have
community to bnng peace to this war-t?rn region of also been victims of inhuman repression aimed at
the world ,were all.frustrated due !o the llltranslge~ce forcing them to evacuate the territory, thus making it
of the Zionist regime, and United States, unwill- easier for Israel fully to implement its designs for
mgness . to . take part Ill, or co-operate with, any annexing those areas.
senous initiative towards a peaceful settlement of the 242 "rh U . d N' h d d I'
Arab-Israeli conflict. . . e n,Ite .ati?I,1s as a opte reso utlOn~

3
.. .' by overwhelming majorities declanng that all Israeli

2 7. As. has. been proclaimed by the international policies and practices aimed at changing the charac-
community time and ag~lll, the crux. of the Middle ter or status of the occupied territories are illegal, null
East problem IS the qu~stlOn of Palestine. The denial and VOId, and have called on Israel to rescind all
by Israel and the United States of the inalienable regulations and laws passed to that effect.
fights of the Palestinian people and the subsequent . . .
confiscation of their land and their forcible expulsion 243. Israel has been able. to perpetrate Its policies
from their home towns has brought about a tragedy, and p~act1ces m the occupied territories and against
the dimensions of which have grown out of propor- ItS neighbours mainly because It has, enjoyed the
tion. It is therefore obvious that no just and lasting unreserved and full support of the United States III
solution can be found to the situation in the Middle the diplomatic, political, economI~ and m!l!tary
East unless the question of Palestine is taken up in its fields, The u~ab.ated flow of financial and military
proper perspective and solved in a manner that aid to. the ZIODlSt ~ar machine from its so-called
would ensure the full exercise by the Palestinian strategic ally, the United States, has been instrurnen-
people of their legitimate national rights, including tal m m~king possible the arrogant Israeli defiance of
the right to return to their homeland, the right to self- the .l!lllted Nations .and the, continued state of
determination and the right to establish their own hostility and tension m the Middle East.
national State in Palestine. That is why the partial 244. This criminal alliance between imperialism
agreements and the collusive deals concluded so far and its illegitimate brain-child, zionism, puts equal
have completely failed to bring closer the achieve- responsibility for the bloodshed and destruction in
ment of a durable peace in the Middle East, nor have the Middle East on the shoulders of those in aggres-
they curbed or even tamed Israel's aggressive and sive circles in the United States. The strong denunci-
expansionist designs against neighbouring Arab ation by the international community of this unholy
countries. alliance is a natural reaction to the expansionist
238. In accordance with the principle of the inad- militarist policies of the Israeli Zionists, which can.be
missibility of acquisition of territory by force, the carried out only with the, unconditional collaboration
United Nations has condemned the continued occu- of United States imperialism,
pation of Palestinian and other Arab territories 245. The United Nations must not allow the pres-
occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem, ent situation in the Middle East to become a
and has called for the immediate, total and uncondi- permanent feature of the international political
tional withdrawal oflsraeli troops from those territo- scene. Peace is long overdue. The General Assembly,
ries. Not only has Israel ignored the repeated and by endorsing, in its resolution 38/58 C of 13 Decem-
unequivocal demands of the international commu- ber 1983, the Geneva Declaration on Palestine- and
nity, but as an occupying Power it has consistently the Pro~ramme of Action for the Achievement of
and flagrantly violated all norms of international law Palestinian Rights.! adopted by the 1983 Internation-
applicable to the occupied territories. A systematic al Conference on the Question of Palestine, held at
campaign of terror and violence against the popula- Geneva, has pronounced itself on the ways to attain
tion of the occupied Palestinian and other Arab peace.
territories has resulted in ~ countless nu~b~~ of 246. The proposals of the Soviet Union [ibid.] on
deaths and enormous sufferings.. Peaceful CIVIlIans the achievement of a lasting and comprehensive
are. beaten to death, their propertle~ are confiscated, solution to the question of the Middle East through
then houses are demolished, their shops are s~t the convening of an international peace conference
ablaze, their places .~f worship are vandalized, the}r also enjoys our full support. The alarming threat to
schoolsand universitres are closed down, then public international peace and security posed by the contin-
institutions are paralysed and then elected figures are ued deterioration of the situation proves the necessi-
removed from office. ty for the early convening of an international peace
239. The policy of proliferating Zionist colonial conference on the Middle East, with the participa-
settlements by expanding the old ones and establish- tion, fully and on a basis of equality, of the PLO, the
ing new ones and by depopulating the occupied sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian
territories through forced dispersion of the indige- people. The United Nations, particularly the Security



The meeting rose at 7.15 p.m.
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NOTES

Council, has the major responsibility for providing welfare, the¥ ~ave improved beyond belief under the
the appropriate institutional arrangements to guaran- Israeli administration, ThIS IS nazism?
tee implementation of the expected agreements of 254. But there is perhaps one other factor that I
this peace conference. We strongly condemn the find puzzling,coming from the Jordanian representa-
negative position of the United States and Israel tive. Why is it that under the Jordanian rule more
concerning the convening of the proposed confer- Palestinian Arabs left Judea-Samaria-the area he
ence. calls the WestBank-than under Israeli rule? What is
247. The delegation of the Democratic Republic of making so many of them stream back to this area, to
Afghanistanreiterates its full support for and solidar- this living hell? Do they have a penchant for self-
ity with the heroic Palestinian people, the valiant immolation? They do not. They know the truth.
patriotic forces of Lebanon and our Syri.an brothers 255. And I think that it is beyond my understand-
In their legitimate struggle to rec.over theirlands and ing,beyond the understanding, I think, of any decent
to safeguard their territories against Israeli InVaSIOn. person to understand how the Jordanian representa-
248. The PRESIDENT: I now call on those repre- tive can approach the holocaust with such cal-
sentatives who wish to speak in exercise of the right lousness. Is it possible that he speaks out of igno-
of reply. rance, or out of arrogance-or out of both? This
249. Mr. MOHAMMED (Iraq) (inierpretation from Assembly must consider this a~ well.because it. is not
Arabic): I apologize for speaking at this late hour, but my scor~ or Israel's s9o~e with this p~r,,:e.rslOn of
I feel obliged to respond to the statement made by truth. It IS your .scor~, It IS your responsibility. This
the representative of Israel this morning [72nd happened once In this century and It w,,:s acc~mpa-
meeting]. However, I shall not take much time. nied by the most violent and gross distortion of
250. We are used to hearing the representative of la~guage and truth. Let us not let It happen again, not
Israel speak falsely every year in the debate on this h ere.
item, in order to blur the issues. It is one of the 256.. Mr. MADADHA (Jordan) (interpretation jrom
Zionist manoeuvres to which we are accustomed- Arabiq: I apologize for speakmg now, but I was
going into details that have nothing to do with the rather surprised at what was said by the representa-
subject in order to earn the sympathy of the interna- tive of Israel. I shall not be long. I wish to say only
tional public for Zionist claims. My delegation has that we know when to stop. We do not ask anyone to
responded in detail many times, most recently when teach us w.hen to stop. However, it is truly arrogant of
we discussed this item last year, at the thirty-eighth Israel, WhICh does not know when to stop, to tell us
session [94th meeting]. We shallnot stoop to the level when to stop. I repeat what I said this morning [72nd
to which the representative of the Zionist entity meeting]-and I shall not engage in a discussion
descended this morning. concerning the massacres of Palestinians and Leba-
251. Mr. NETANYAHU (Israel): Until this mo- nese .under Israeli occupation-e-what I said this
merit I was loath to respond to the remarks of the rnornmg I reaffirm anew:.the Israeli occupation IS a
Jordanian representative. I find I have to go against new form of nazls1l?; the time has come for the world
my inclination because I am speaking here not only to put an end to It.
as the representative of the State of Israel but also as
the representative of the 6 million Jews who were
slaughtered by the Nazis in Europe.
252. I say to the represeptativeof Jordan; Have you
no decency, SIr? There IS a famous Russian saying
wit~ which .my Soviet colleague will no doubt be
familiar: Vn da znat meru, which means "Lie but
know when to stop." The Jordanian represent~tive
should know when to stop.
253. Most of the families of my colleagues sitting
here. had members in concentration camps. They had
families t~at were gassed. They had brothers, sisters
and cous.ms who were. shot POInt blank, shipped
away, exiled, had hornble experiments performed
upon them, Is the representative of Jordan suggesting
that that IS what Israel's policy is? He knows very
well, as ~,:eryone here does, that this is the most
benign military occupation in history. He knows very
well that the Palestinian Arabs have recourse to law
to the Supreme Court, that they are protected by la~
and order. He knows very well that their living
standards, their SOCIal standards, their literacy-that
by any Index of national welfare and individual
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